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j?rom 1^42 - 1^47 a series of investigations 
has been carried out in arms of Loch Sween, a sea 
loch in Argyll, to study the possibility of increasing 
the productivity of these areas by the addition of 
artificial fertilizers to the water. Hesults of 
these investigations are given "by Gross, Raymont, 
Marshall and Orr (1944) and separate papers "by the 
same authors (1947), Gross, Raymont, Uutman and Gauld 
(1^46), Marshall and Orr (l^4v), and separate papers 
"by Gross, Rayiaont, lutman and Gauld (in the press). 
These results have given evidence of the "beneficial 
effect of fertilizers <in plankton, "bottom fauna and 
fish growth in Loch Craiglin (whicn was closed by a 
dam) and Kyle Scotnish, (which was left open).
Tiie fact that much of the fertilizers 
applied sank to the bottom of the loch drew attention 
to the question of their utilization at or just above 
the mud surface. In the past little consideration 
has been given to the possible importance of the mud 
flora in the productivity of shallower areas of the 
sea. This flora consists mainly of pennate diatoms, 
and the present investigation was carried out to study 
its importance.
The many species of diatoms encountered were 
identified by Mr* R. Ross of tne British Museum 
(Natural History) wno is also preparing a detailed list 
of the bottom diatoms of Loch Sween. The chief
systematic works consulted were Hustedt (l^2«, 1^30), 
Peragallo (isyv - lyO«) and Cleve (I8y4 - o).
2.
RESCRIPT I.OH Off STATIONS *
The bottom diatom flora was studied mainly 
from samples ^aicen in various parts of Loch Sween 
(Fig.l). Some of the stations sampled corresponded 
with tjuose at whicn planircon and "bottom grab samples 
were taken, wnile others were specially selected* 
Stations differed mainly in depth and in tne nature 
of the substratum* Tnose in Loca Craiglin diifered 
from otner stations in salinity. IPertiliters were 
applied to Loch Craiglin (l»42 - 1^46) and to Kyle 
Scotnish (l&44 - 1946) "but not to Sailean More.
The bottom at all stations consisted of mud? 
sometimes admixed with sand, shell fragments, or gravel 
Overlying it was a layer of similar but less compact
mud, varying in thickness according to the station*
1 
but usually about 2 cm. This layer usually contained
animal and plant remains in various stages of 
decomposition,, as well as indeterminate particulate 
matter. It was easily stirred up, particularly in 
stormy weather.
(a) Stations in Kyle Scotnish - Hortn Basin.
1m. - Fairly clean, muddy sand, with lew
shell fragments and no weed near* This
station is referred to as H B 1.
2 m. (K.G-.2) - Sandy mud witn shell iragments
and gravel, and patcues of ffucus nearby, (H B 2)
3m* - Pine, flocculent mud witn snell
fragments or gravel, (N B 3).
b m. and v m. (KlT) - Similar to the 3 m.
station. (H B b and IT B /). 
("b) Stations in Kyle Scptni.sh - SputA Basin*
1 m. * 3m. and o m. (Seal Bay) - Gravelly,
muddy sand, witn stone and higiier algae
abundant "but decreasing witn greater deptn,
(S B l t S B 3, S B o).
V m* and 10 m. (K.G.b) - Pine, rlocculent
mud similar to that at Berth Basin V m. ;
tne t m* station iiad a lair amount or
terrigenous debris, ( S B v, S B 10).
20m. (Kj) - A deep pit in tne bottom of tne
loch, with f locculent mud, and occasional
weed deposited alter storms, (S B 20).
(c) Stations in Sailean More,
1m., 5m. and y m. (faery Isles) - Glean,
sandy mud, witnout stones and only a little
weed near txie 1 m. station. Tnese stations
were abandoned in iavour or Kill r or
convenience in sampling,(3P I 1, IP I 3, IP I o)»
2m* (Kill) - Sand witn weed (ffucus) and
stones, (L S 2).
rl m * (Kill) - Sand witn gravel and snell
fragments (L S 7).
10m. (Kill) - Similar, but muddier and with
rocks nearby, (L S 10).
Tne salinity was approximately -cne same at all
Suasions in Kyle Scotnisn and Sailean More
varying rrom 32 to 33.3°/0 o.
(d) Stations in Loch Craiglin*
1 m. (St. V) - Compact sand with stones, and
4.
a rich growth of Ent e romo rpha» particularlyfc_g
May - July; salinity lo~20°/oo^
3 m* (between St.T and St«Tl) - Sandy mud,
with a rich summer growth of Huppia;
salinity 30-32°/oo.
b m. (st.l) - Slimy mud; salinity probably
similar to that at the 3 m. station.
In addition to the above, a few samples 
were taken in deep-water stations at 20 fathoms in 
Loch Sween and in I'airlie Roads, Firth of Clyde? at 
40 fathoms off Little Cumbrae, Pirth of Clyde, and at 
60 fathoms in Cumbrae Sound, Firth of Clyde, and in 
Loch 3Pyne off farbert.
A few samples of shore or shallow water mud 
were also taken in Kyle Scotnish and Loch Craiglin 
for culture purposes. The nature of the flora in 
these samples was similar to that at 1 m. and 2 m. 
stations nearby.
Ill METHODS.
(a) Exposure of Glass Slides*
The chief method of sampling used was the 
colonization "by diatoms of 5" X ln glass slides. The 
slides were held in specially made metal frames 
(holding b - 8 slides) wMcn were lowered to the mud 
surface, attached at one end to a cord buoyed at the 
surface of the water with a cork* Later in tne 
investigation it "became necessary to make certain 
which side of the slides touched the mud surface; for 
this reason a wire "handle 11 was added lengthwise to the1 
top of the tray* (Pig. 2), The slides were left on 
the mud surface for different lengtns of time. Some­ 
times a tray was taken up and one or more of the slides! 
removed and replaced by fresh slides. In the later 
part of the investigation two slides were always 
removed at a time, and one mounted on tne lower (mud) 
surface, tiie other on tne upper side.
On removal from tne trays tne slides were 
stored in dry stoppered bottles and taken back to the 
laboratory. As this usually took less than an hour, 
the diatoms were always found to be still alive. Tiie 
diatoms were then fixed in Bouin's lixative, stored in 
vO°/o alcohol or 4°/° formalin, and sent to Edinburgh 
for further treatment.
For ordinary purposes diatoms were stained in 
Enrlich's haematoxylin, sometimes counters i/ained witn 
eosin or light green, and mounted in Canada balsam.
This treatment was necessary to show whether or not the 
cells/
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cells were alive when placed in rixative. For 
identification a few slides were heated to carbonize 
tlie cell contents, and mounted in Hyrax mounting 
medium (refractive index 1*80).
Counts were made of 20 ocular micrometer 
fields on eacn slide, trie size of field varying from 
0,006 sq. mm. to 0.12 sq. mm* according to the density 
of colonization.
In order to test whether any loss of diatoms 
occurred during the process of fixation, staining and 
mounting, a series of slides was taken through the 
whole process, and the containers examined afterwards. 
Counts were made on the slides in sea water "before the 
process, and subsequently in balsam. The counts gave 
no evidence of loss, and the only material leit in the 
staining jars was a few small lumps oi' mud or detritus 
which had been adhering loosely to the slide. Tne 
colonizing diatoms remained attached to the glass
As a further test on the method a number of
WctSglass slides wore colonized in the laboratory in 
crystallizing dishes containing pure cultures of 
ITltzschia af finis, Hitzschia subcapitellata, and 
Amphora coffeaeformis. The two species of Hitzschia 
are markedly motile forms, while Ampho ra c 01f eaef ormis 
tends to be much more sessile. Counts were made 
while the slides were still in tne disnes? and after 
tney nad been stained and mounted; no appreciable 
differences were found on any of tne slides. 
Tne/
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The only loss of colonizing diatoms likely 
to ticcur after the slide leases the mud surface, 
to be the inevitable loss daring Handling, wnen tne 
slide is being removed from tne tray. Sucn damage 
certainly did occur, but was usually obvious, and 
damaged areas were avoided during trie counts.
(b) Gore samples^
In order to supplement tae slide data a 
number of core samples were taken at various stations. 
Tne apparatus used is described by Hutman (in tne 
press).
Tne mud cores so obtained were brought back 
to tne laboratory and sampled immediately. This was 
done by pushing tae core up to tne top of tne tube and 
into a small tube of the same diameter held over the
top. When the f locculent brown layer of the mud (the
1 
top 2-1 cm.) had entered tne small tube a cover slip
was inserted between tne two tubes, slicing tnis layer 
off. The sample was then transferred to a bottle and 
preserved in 4°/° formalin. Methods of treating these 
samples proved difficult, and are discussed later,
(c) Culture methods...
Several species of pennate dia^oms were kept 
for various purposes in pure culture. They were 
isolated with a fine pipette either from mud samples, 
or from Petri disn cultures in wmcn a lew drops or raw 
mud nad been added to the culture medium and diatoms
allowed to develop. Isolated diatoms were wasned
witii sea water 
repeatedly on a slide/whicn aact been filtered and
sterilized/
b.
sterilized by boiling.sea water* Tney were tnen 
transferred topetn dishes filled witii culture medium 
and allowed to develop and sub-cultures set up from 
time to time. All pipettes and disnes used were 
thorougnly sterilized.
l?iie culture media used were ]?oyn f s
Hlrdscnreiber 11 (Gross, 193v) usually witn tne addition 
of a trace of ferric citrate, and occasionally sodium 
silicate, and l°/o agar plates prepared according to 
Pringsneim's method (l94o) using IPoyn's "Brdscnreiber 11 
nutrients in trie same concentration as for liquid 
cultures. Eventually all stock cultures of diatoms 
were kept on agar plates, as this proved tne most, 
satisfactory method of keeping taem bacteria-free. 
T<ae diatoms kept in pure culture were:-
Amphiprora paludosa ¥. Sm. var. duplex (Donit) V.H.
AmpMprora sp» 1.
Atnpnora c01 f eaef ormis (-Ag.) Ktitss.
Havicula sp«_.!*_
Havicula spp* (3 unidentified forms).
Hitzscliia aifinis Grun.
Hitzschia ? dubiif ormiSt Hu^t.
Hj-uzscnia subcapitellata Bust.
Hitzschia sp« !• •
Stauronels amphoroides Grun.
IV DIATOMS Off LOCH
The following diatoms were the most 
abundant forms identified from Locn Sween material. 
In addition to these a large number was present on 
slides "but not identified^ these diatoms belonged 
mainly to the genera gragilaria and gavi cula » 
(including forms 3 - 8 p, in length), HitzscMa and a 
few other genera. Mr. Hoss is at present identifying 
many other diatoms from core material. Tne diatoms 
listed are given along with their halobion ratings 
where these are known (see p. 53) 5 this will be 
discussed later*
Achnanthes adnata Bory ( Achnant he s br evi^e s Bory)
"Tmesohalobous )
Achnant he s af f i ni s Grunow apud Sieve & Grunow. 
~" (mesohalobous)
Achnanthes orientalis Hustedt*
Achnant hes S trorni^ Hustedt.
Achnanthe s sub s als o.l de s ? var. nov,
Achnanthes sp • nov .
Amphiprora sp. indet.
Amphora aGutiuseula Kutzing.
Amphora coff eaef ormis (Agardh) Kutzing.
(mesohalobous)
Amphora costata W. Smith. (eatialobous)
Amphora laevis Gregory. (mesohalobous)
Amphora macilenta Gregory.
Ampnora marina Van Heurck.
Amphora Proteus Gregory. (mesohalobous)
Ampnora t rune at a Gregory (Amphora GracjgJA Grunow ex 
A. Schmidt auct. nun Grunow) ( eHualobous )
Cocconeis/
10*
Go cc one is placentula Ihrenberg. (oligoiialobous,
indifferent) -
Gocconeis Scute Hum liiienberg. (meso-esthalobous) .
Dip lone is spp* indet.
ffragilaria spp. indet.
Gratmnatophora sp. indet.
Gyr QS i gma r e c turn Donkin. (eahalobous)
Li cmophor a sp* indet.
Mastoglpia elliptica (Agardh) Cleve (mesohalobous)
Mastogloia pumlla (Grunow) Cleve (eahalobous)
Melo.aira sulcata (Shrenberg) Kutzing(e»iialobou3)
Havicula bahusiensis (Grunow apud Van Heurck) Gruno^r 
var. arctica Grunow.
Havioula baiiusiensis (Grunow apud Cleve & Grunow)
var. bahusiensis (Grunow apud Cleve & Grunow) 
Ross ms.
Uavi cula Bulnhe imi i Grunow.
HaviQUla crypt ocephala Kut25ing var. exilis Kutzing 
Grunow
Havicula Gyprinus (Ehrenberg) Kutzing (includes
Havieula dJL.git.Q-.radi.at a ( Gr e go ry ) ( Rail s ) .
Havicula f orcipata Greville. (enhalobous)
Havicula gothlandi.ca Grunow. (efeialobous)
Ha vi cula ^re^aria Donkin. (mesohalobous)
Ha vi cula palpebralis Brebisson ex W« Smith.
(e&halobous)
Ua vi cula pygmaea Kutzing. (mesonalobous) 
Havi cula ramo si as itna (Agardh) Cleve. 
Ha vi cula retusa Brebisson* (eSnalobous) 
ITavicula scopulorum Brebisson var*
Van Heurck. (eftnalobous)
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ffitzschia acuminata (¥. Smith) Grunow apud Cleve & 
Grunow. (eUnalobous)
Hitzschia closterium (Shrenberg) W. Smitn.
(mesonaiobous)
Ijfitz.schia. pal.ea Tar. perminuta Grunow. 
MtzsGhia Sigma (Kutzing) ¥. Smith.
Ki t z schi a spathulat a Br Ibis son ex W. Smith.
(eaahalobous)
Hitzschia sp* indet. (tryblionellid form).
Pleuros.igma f ormpsum W. Smith (includes Pleurosigma 
decorum W. Smith).
P leur Q s i gma mi nut urn Grunow.
Pleuroeigma thurin,gicum (Bait zing) Ralfs Tar. 
guadratum (W. Smith) Hoss ms. 
( Pleur o a igma angula turn (^uekett) W* Smith)
(eHhalobous)
Rhopalodia musculus Tar. cg^nstricta W*
(mesonalobous)
Stauroneis sp. indet.
Synedra pulchella (Halts) Kutzing. (mesonalobous)
TrQpidoneis sp. indet.
On tue slides tne colonizing flora consisted 
of a number of regularly occurring forms such as
pygmaea? ¥• retusay Amphora laeTis, A. marina 9
A« mac i lent a » Pleurosigma minutum and otners all of 
which colonized slides quickly and evenly but snowed no 
striking Tariatlon in numbers- A smaller number of 
forms occurred less regularly but sometimes formed a 
dense carpet on ^ne slides - notably Cocconeis 
Scute Hum, Ampnora c off eaef o run s and Havicula 
bahusiensis. Since these and a lew less common forms 
tended -co occur in j. airly close patcries, tney were 
considered to be more sessile in nabit -
12.
f ; RESULTS OP SLIPS I1WESTIGATIQK.
Slide trays were laid out in various
stations in Locn Sween from Karen 1^44 until September1 
1946. Tne earlier series were considered too 
irregular in their exposure to "be 01 mucn value and 
were not counted in detail. Tne composition 01 tne 
i lora wnicii colonized tne slides was similar to tnat 
colonizing later ones. Ho slides were laid out 
"between 30tn. March and 28th. September Iy4t>. Up to 
this time only one slide at each station was ta&en out 
at a time, and the side to "be examined was chosen 
arbitrarily, as there was no checK; on wnich side nad 
"been uppermost. As later investigation snowed tnat 
differences occurred in botn numbers and species 
between tne two sides of a slide, some of the 
variation among these earlier slides may be due to 
this factor. Prom September 194b onwards two slides 
were removed at a time so that both sides could be 
examined, and to make this possible the trays were 
modified as described above. Prom tnis time onwards 
periods of exposure in each series were arranged to 
overlap in order to give a clearer picture of changes 
in tne population.
Exposed slides were colonized by pennate 
(Fig-3.3-5) 
diatoms.^ changes in tne population made it
impossible to determine trie time wnen colonization 
complete, and tne lengtns oi exposures were varied 
considerably.
The method of colonization varied in 
ereno/
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different species. As already noted some tended to 
colonize all slides fairly evenly, while otners, 
usually more sessile forms, occurred in patches. 
Since the latter type was usually more numerous, tne 
twenty fields chosen at random and counted on each 
slide often showed considerable variation; counts as 
different as 0 and 200 diatoms per field on the same 
slide were occasionally recorded. It is probable 
that some of this variation was also due to grazing 
by animals, a factor on which there is as yet no 
information. Similar differences sometimes occurred 
between different slides in tne same tray.
Occasionally lumps of mud and detritus 
adhered to the slide. These usually contained large 
diatoms which were otnerwise uncommon on the slides. 
Paeces of animals often containing masses of live or 
empty diatom frustules, molluscan eggs, and the tubes 
of small polyehaetes were also present. When such 
lumps of material fell off the slide they left tne 
usual colonizing diatoms still adhering to the glass 
underneath.
Pennate diatoms were by far the most 
important forms colonizing these slides. Bottom- 
living centric forms and planktonic forms were rare 
and usually appeared moribund. Spores and young 
stages of higher algae were occasionally present, 
especially on slides colonized near weed in autumn 
ly44. The blue-green alga Qjscillatoria was of fairly 
regular occurrence in mud patcnes, and in June-July
14.
194t>, a fungoid growth whicn was not identified 
occurred on Horth Basin slides.
Animals rarely occurred on the slides. 
Although many ciliates and riagellates were common m 
the mud, tne only protozoans found were a lew 
rhizopods, foraminifera, and Vorticella^ A few
. fourulnematodes and one harpacticoid copepod nauplius were ^ 
in mud clumps, and one or two small polyonaetes were 
present in tubes adhering to the slides, 
(i) Slides^ i'j?gm Kyle Scpj^nlsh and Sailean More. 
(a) Stations from^l — 10 m.
Slides were examinees, from these stations in 
series D - S (see Table l) and are dealt with in these 
series "below for convenience in comparison between 
stations. The total numbers of diatoms counted for 
each date of collection are given in Table 1. 2ach 
series is dealt with separately in Tables 2 - ly. 
Series D y August 1^44. Counts on this and -one next 
four series were only made for the total 
number of diatoms. Colonization was neavy 
at H B 1 and at S B 1 and 5* The dominant 
forms at H" B 1 were .togho ra c of f e aef o rmi s 
and Co c c one is S cut e Hum, at S B 1 gitzschia 
closterium and at S B o several non-ini>•-^ •- -—-••-•-—•---- • — -• - -
encrusting forms were numerous- The 
composition of tne flora was similar at all 
stations.
Series E, September Iy44. Colonization was heavy at 
all stations. At N B 1 about vO°/0 ol tne 
aj.atoms/
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diatoms were Oocconeis Scute Hum, about 
Amphora oof 1' eaef o rmi s and ffayicula 
bahus i ens i a » bahus i e ns i s , and the remainder 
chiei'ly Havicula retusa» H. pygmaea and 
Amphora laevi s . At H B 3 wnere colonization 
was heavier, the chiei 1'orm was Amphora 
c off eaef ormis (about 6a$) with $U bahus 
"bahusiensis (20^), Go c cone is Scute Hum 
and Amphora laeyis , A. Proteus? A^_tru.ncata 
and Hav.ioula.. retusa also present. At S B 1 
C o c c o ne is S cut t e lum again formed about 66^ 
of the colonization with Amphora 
c off eaef o rmi s (2Q%] and Hitzschia closterium 
Cocconeis was dominant at S B 3 and
S B o also. At P I 1 Amphora cof f eaef ortnis 
was dominant (60$) witn Go c cone is (2v%) and 
Havicula bahusiensis bahusiensis and 
g. pygmaea. The colonization at o m. was 
due mainly to the common forms with 
A. coffeaef ormis the most numerous. 
Series J 9 October - Kovember 1944. Slides of this
series were heavily colonized by encrusting 
forms possibly as a result of long exposure 
(45 days). There were also fertilizations 
on October loth and November llth. Trie 
slide from H B 1 was particularly 
interesting; one I'lelcL in a corner o±' the 
slide had an exceptionally dense 
colonization of Havicula bahusiensis 
bahusiensis/
bahusiensis (about o,vOO per sq. nun.) and 
Cocconeis Scutellum (930 per sq.rnm. ), while 
the rest o±' tne slide was covered "by 
scattered patches 01 Co cc one is of irregular 
density, some H« bahusiensis and Amphora 
coff eaeformis, and non- encrust ing rorms 
such as A* laevis, A marina, Havicula 
pygmaea» TS. retusa, U« banusiensls ar/-cica»
A^
iPleurosigma spp. and ¥it;zsGnia clos'Derium < 
Ixperienee or otner slides lias snown tnat 
with a dense colonization, such as the 
corner showed, the wjaole slide is usually 
similarly covered. It seems probable 
therefore that this slide had been heavily 
grazed late in the exposure, leaving only 
one corner of the original colonization, 
and that subsequent re-colonization was from 
the remaining scattered Cocconeis pavch.es 
and, more slowly, from liL bahusiensis 
patches, together wftn re-colonization irom 
tne mud by otner forms which had been 
ousted from the original colonization by the 
dense growth of encrusting forms. The 
slide from S B 1 was one of the most densely 
colonized slides taken during the investigation, 
Gocconeis Scutellum formed a close carpet 
at an average density of 4,3oO per sq. mm. 
with Uavicula bahusiensis bahusiensis 
reaching an average of 1,750 per sq. mm. 
Gocconeis/
Iv.
Cocconels in some patcnes reached a density 
of 11,700 per sq. mm., and U, bahusiensis 
a density of 15,900 per sq.. mm, where they 
were mutually exclusive. In patcnes wnere 
they were less dense Aarpnora cof feaef ormis 
occurred in small numbers* Gocconeis with 
A. oof f eaef ormis was also trie dominant form 
at F I 1. 
Series G, December Iy44 - Marcn 1945, Colonization
in tnis series was mucn sparser than in the 
previous series chiefly on account of a 
decline in the growth of the main encrusting 
forms. The forms mainly occurring were 
lavicula pygmaea, H« forcipata? H. retusa, 
some unidentified species of Havicula? 
.Amphora marina, A. Proteus, Hitzschia 
closterium and Pleurosigma spp« All of 
these occurred in about the same numbers as 
on earlier slides. Gocconeis Scutelluin, 
Arnphora c off eaefo rmi s and Havi cula 
bahusiensis were usually present in small 
numbers* The rise in population density at 
S B 1 and 3 on March 29tn. was due to 
Gocconeis; with Havicula bahusiensis at 
1m. and II. pygmaea at 3 m.
Series H, March - May 1^46. A series of low 
colonization by non-encrusting forms. 
Several of tne slides, however, were oi 
such/
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sucn irregular colonization as to suggest 
grazing, particularly on tne slides from 
H B 3 and S 33 3. Tnis was indicated "by 
tne iact tnat in spite of tne general low 
figures Coco,one is was regularly tiie most 
abundant. At S. B 3 it formed 80^ of tne 
flora, witn Affipnora laevis and some 
isolated pat ones or A. coffeaeforrnis* 
Series J, October 194o Colonization was sparse
witn patcnes of encrusting forms and 
others, suggesting grazing in some cases. 
Details are given in Table 2.
Series K, October 194b. (Table 3) Similar to tne 
previous series, and probably grazed; 
Ha vicula pygrnaea snowed a siignt increase 
and tne development of sessile forms in 
Hortn Basin was reflected in tne domination 
of a small species of Havioula. A 
fertilization tools place on October lOtn 
Slides were only taken from 4 m« and tne 
Sailean More station was cnanged to Kill.
Series L, November 1945. (Table 4) A low density of 
colonization by regular forms; tne flora 
at Kill appeared particularly stable. 
There was no evidence of any effect by 
the fertilization of November lltn. 
Gocconeis was dominant at S B 3.
Series M? December ly4o. (Table o) Sparsely 
colonized./
19.
colonized. A rise in the number o±' 
Cocconeis at 1\T B 2 on slides removed on 2ist« 
December, occurring independent of length or 
exposure, may nave been related to a 
fertilization on December llth. Tne flora 
at L S stations remained stable with 
Acnnanthes Strckai as tiie most important form. 
The v m, stations were hardly colonized.
Series K» December 194o - January 194o (Table b). 
At U B 2 there was a weaj£ development of 
encrusting forms, with Kavicula pygmaea 
still important, At Kill there was a 
fairly heavy colonization by Amphora 
c offeaef ormis and Achnantnes Stromi • Tne 
second batch of slides at Kill was lost 
owing to gales*
Series 0, February 194o (Table ?). At U B 2 there 
was a strong development of Goc^coneis 
showing an increase after longer exposure. 
The H B 7 colonization was still weak. 
At Kill there was a fairly even colonization, 
Achnanthes still being prominent. At L S 
<# it was rather heavier than at L S 2 
because of an increase in Uavicula 
bahusiensis and other species. Triere was a 
fertilization on Feb. llth.
Series P, March - April I94b (Tables tt - 10).
Increases occurred at N B 2 in Amphora
cof f eaef ormis and later Navicula bahusiensisj.
Cocconeis/
20.
Cocconeis tended to "be patchy. H B / and
S B / and 10 showed weak colonizations "by
pygmaea as tue most important rorm
At L S 2 tue colonization was sparse; some 
slides were partly covered with sand, and 
the trays had been dragged further insnore 
"by the tide, possibly scouring oif some o±' 
the diatoms « At L S 7 there was a strong 
development of the main colonizing forms, 
and also at L S 10 where Havicula 
ramosissima became dominant. Fertilizations 
in Kyle Scotnish were carried out on March 
2nd, and April 10th-
Series Qf9 May - June 1946 (Tables 11-13). At II B S 
slides were evenly colonized throughout tue 
series, Havicula spp. and small i orms were 
dominant, Ampho ra c of f e aef o rmi a fewer, and 
Go cc one is sparse. Tne b-day slide removed 
on May 30tn. appears to nave been grazed 
and re-colonized. A big increase of 
ITavicula baausiensis occurred on one slide 
on June bth* H B •/ and S B 10 siiowed 
little change from the previous series but 
at S B 7 trie re was a development of 
Cocconeis witn tne colonizing forms present- 
Mitzscnia closterium was also
colonization at L S 2 was irregular, an 
increase in Ampno r a c of f e aei o rmi s be±ng
1 o flowed by !M'avi cula banus i ens i s . At L S 
colonization/
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colonization was fairly neavy and included 
Havicula ramosissima, and tfitzscnia 
closterium which was also important s=fe 
at L S 10. The second exposure at L S 10 
was possibly grazed. Tiiere was a 
fertilization in North Basin on May 21st. 
Series R, June - July 1^4o (Tables 14 - lo). Tne 
slides from 3$f B 2 showed a uniform 
colonization of non-encrusting forms, the 
main encrusting forms occurring in very low 
numbers. This was probably correlated 
with the fact that these slides were found 
covered with mud. At H B v and S B v and 
10 the population was similar to previous 
series* Colonization at L S 2 was heavy; 
an initial outburst of Amphora 
coffeaeformis, was followed by Gocconeis. 
At L S i it was also heavy - with Eavicula 
ramosissiina and H« bahusiensis as 
important constituents. At L S 10 the 
first exposure showed a heavy colonization 
of Amphora c of f eaefo rmis and numerous 
Havicula bahusiensis and small forms. 
This colonization was much increased during 
second exposure, which was obscured by 
quantities of mud malting only a rough 
estimate of numbers possible. Amphora 
coffeael'ormis was still dominant, 
Cocconeis/
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Cocconeis and Uavicula ramosissima numerous » 
and Dip lone is sp., Sitzsonia spp., 
Pleurosigma spp . , Synedra sp . , Ampnora manna 
and others also present. Fertilizations 
in Kyle Scotnisii during tnis period, on June 
14th. and July 10th. , had no discernible 
effect » 
Series S, July - September 1^46 (Tables IV - lv)*
Tais series was mor6 or less continuous witri 
tne previous one. Colonization at JM B 2 was 
similar to tnat in Series R, "but; siiowing an 
increased density 01 tne main colonizing 
forms in tne earlier part of August. At 
H B 7 there was a heavy colonization on the 
lower surface or tne 24-day slide by Havicul^, 
"bahusiensis with Ampho r a c ol f e aef o rmi s . 
The South Basin slides showed a low, even 
colonization "by no n- encrust ing forms, witn 
patches of the main encrusting forms* Trie 
colonization at L S 2 produced tne densest 
carpet encountered on any slide. Cocconeis, 
the dominant form, rose to an average density 
of over 7,000 per sq. mm.; Amphora 
cuffeaef ormis was also fairly ueavy on areas 
01 tne slides wmcu were not already neavily 
colonized by Cocconeis. Ai L S V on t^e 
24-day slide (upper sun ace) tnere was again 
a neavy colonization of Gocconeis witii 
c off e aef o rmi s and Navicula
ramosissima
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ramosissima. On tne So-day slide tne upper 
suri'ace snowed a decrease in numbers of 
tnfcse iorms, tut tne lower suriace was neaviiy 
colonized by Havicula banusiensis, Ampnora 
coffeaef ormis and small species of Uavicula. 
At L S 10 colonization was similar but more 
patcny, witn Uavicula pygmaea in greater 
numbers * 
Station at 20 m. (S B 20).
Slides were laid out at this station in 
Series J, K» M - P, and S. Tne results are given in 
Table 20. Tnis was a poor station tor all bottom 
samples. Colonization 01 slides was regular but weak; 
most of tne usual lorms were present but tninly 
distributed. Cocconeis Scutellum and species or 
Eavicula and (in winter) Hitzscnia were tne most 
regular forms. Cocconeis may have come from shore 
weed which frequently drifted to the bottom at this 
station after storms. The same may apply to 
Licmophora sp» and may explain the denser colonizations 
of Uov. 5th. and Dec. 31st. The poor colonization 
at this station is probably due to unusual conditions 
at the bottom of such a pit, rather than to the 
greater depth. This was also reflected in the 
relative sparsitv of bottom animals. 
( c ) General Observations.
It will "be seen from the above data that 
slides from stations H B 1 andKB 3; SB1-5,FI1- 
5 and L S 2 showed similar colonization with regard 
to/
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to species occurring. All stations showed neavy 
colonizations, althougn not always at tne same -Dimes.
H B 7 and S B 7 and 10 were also similar. 
lumbers were lower and tne non-encrusting forms, 
especially Havicula pygmaea, were tne most important, 
Encrusting forms were mucn less common, and only 
scattered colonizations "by these forms occurred.
The flora at L S 7 and L S 10 was more 
similar to that at L S 2 than to the tlora at 7 and 
10 m. stations in Kyle Scotnish. Increases tended 
to toe later and less regular at L S 7 and 10 "but 
encrusting forms with Havivula ramosissima in addition 
as a dominant form, were the main constituents of the 
flora. Of the non-encrusting forms Hitzschia 
closterium and Amphora marina tended to be more 
important tha% Havicula pygmaea*
Evidence 01 seasonal variation at each 
station is summarised in Tables 20 - 26. In general 
there is a rise in February and again in April, 
followed "by a iairly steady high summer population, 
a rise again in August, and a slow decrease to tne 
winter level*
The occurrence and seasonal variation in 
density oi individual species of diatoms present is 
summarised below. 
Acnnantnes af finis Grunow. Occurred at 1ST B 2
wnere it was most abundant in Maren, but
regularly present until May, and
Occasionally at otuer times. ^ was 
recorded/
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recorded from #11 and L S 10. It snowed 
a marked preference lor tue upper sun ace or 
slides.
Acnnanthes St.r.Bmi Hustedt. Occurred at, L S 2 from 
November to May, and was dominant in 
December and February* At L S 7 it was 
recorded in November and February, and was 
more numerous in April. It was also recorded 
from H E 2 (October and May), H B 7 (October), 
S B 10 (August) and S B 20 (December and 
February). At L S stations where it was 
typical, distribution was even throughout the 
year.
Achnanthes subsalsoides var* nov. Recorded at L S 2 
in July. It was a very small form which may 
have been more numerous but usually 
unidentified and grouped with other small 
lorms.
Acnnantnes sp. nov. Occasionally found at H B 2 
February - May, and L S v February - June. 
It was recorded at S B V in June. A 
colonization by a small Acrniaatjies at U B 7 
in August 194u was ascribed to tnis species, 
but tne identification is doubtful. It 
usually occurred in small groups, and tended 
to colonize the lower sun ace of the slide. 
It is probably fairly sessile.
AflTphi-prora Spp. indet* Two species occurred. One
was a smail toTm occurring in November 1945 at 
S B 20/
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S B 20. The other was a larger form widen 
was recorded in August 1944 from S B 5«
Amphora acutiuseuia Kutzing. Occurred in small
numbers at E B % (April - June and October - 
Itfovember), at S B 20 (April), and at L S 2 
(February - June and October, maximum June), 
L S 7 (February - June and November, 
maximum April) and L S 10 (February - Hay, 
maximum May). Probably a fairly sessile 
form, showing a preference for the underside 
of slides*
Amphora coffeaef ormis (Agardh) Kutzing. Occurred 
throughout the year at U B 2 (especially 
February - August, dominant in April, 
numerous in August), L S 2 (dominant in 
December, very neavy colonization from 
May - August), L S 7 (heavy colonization 
from April - August, dominant June - July), 
L S 10 (heavy colonzation iroei June - 
August). It occurred regularly in smaller 
numbers at H B 7 and S B 7 and 10. It was 
recorded at S B 20. Tnis form is probably 
fairly sessile; slide colonization may 
depend largely on existing neighbouring 
colonies; colonies tend to increase witn 
lengtn 01 exposure*
Amphora cos tat a W. Smith. Recorded at L S 2
Amphora laevis Gregory. Regular in occurrence in 
small/
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small numbers at all stations* Au B B 2 
tiie highest numbers were trom May to July, 
at IS B 7 July, and at, L S V June - July. 
At L S 10 it was only recorded in May - 
June. It colonizes slides very soon alter 
exposure.
Ampiaora macllenta Gregory. Regular in occurrence 
in small numbers at all stations. It is 
most irequent irom June to September, except 
at 3STB 2 (October - January) and L S 2 
(October - April). It colonizes soon after 
exposure.
Amphora marina Van Heurclf. Regular in occurrence 
in small numbers at all stations over most 
01 the year; it colonizes soon alter 
exposure. It seems tnat high 
colonizations of encrusting forms favour it.
Aarp&ora Proteus Gregory. Recorded at U B 1 - 5 
(August - December 1944, December 1^45) 
and H B 7 (May 194o); at S B 10 (July), 
L S 7 (April and June) and L S 10 (June).
Amphora truneata Gregory. Recorded at H B 1 - 3
(September 1944, May 194o), S B 10 (July), 
S B 20 (December), L S 2 (February - March), 
L S 7 (December and June) and L S 10 (July). 
Tends to occur in the presence of mud 
particles on tne slides or wnen encrusting 
forms are abundant.
Cocccneis Scutellum Enrenberg. Regular in 
occurrence /
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occurrence all tne year round at all 
stations; at U B 2 it rises to dominance in 
February and August, at S B 7 in June - July 
at L S 2 in July - August and at L S 7 in 
August. It is markedly sessile, and at 2 m. 
stations it tends to oust all otner forms; 
at deeper stations, thougn important, it is 
not so dominant. Colonization probably 
depends on infection irom neighbouring 
colonies and increases in density with lengta 
o± exposure. It normally colonizes tne 
upper surface oi slides (c.f. Godward, 1934) 
and colonies on the underside probably 
originate by migration rrom above.
Diploneis spp, indet. Recorded at U B 1 - 3
(Hovember 1944, 194o), L S 2 (April, August), 
L S 7 (August), L S 10 (June), and at S B 20 
(December).
Grammatophora sp. indet. Recorded at L S » (June and 
August) and L S 10 (August).
Gyrosigma rectum Donkin. Recorded at B B 2 (August - 
September), S B i (June), L S 2 (June - July) 
and L S 10 (May, August), in presence of mud 
and debris.
Licmophora sp. indet. Recorded a^ H B 1 - 3
September - December 1944, May Iv4o, April, 
Auguso, September i»4o), at S B 1 - 3 in 
nigher numbers (August - December I»4t4, 
May 1^4^) at P I 1 (December 1./44), at 
L S 2/
L S 2.(June - August) and L S 7 (April, July - 
August), and at S B 20 (October). Probably 
only colonizes from nearby weed.
Melosira sulcata (Ehrenberg) Kutzing. recorded at
H B 1 (September, November r*44), S B 1 - 3 
(December 1944) and 3? I 1 (September, 
November 1944). Some of these may nave been 
moribund as were a number of chains recorded 
later.
Kavicula bahusiensls (Gruriow apud Cleve and Grunow) 
Grunow var. arctica Grunow. Regular in 
occurrence in small numbers all year at 
2J B 2 (maximum October) and recorded at times 
at all otiier stations. Tne "peak" of 625 
per sq. mm. in August at L S 7 may iiave been 
a small Havicula of anotaer species. Tias 
is probably a fairly sessile lorm.
Ifravicula bahusiensis rar. banusiensis (Grunow apud
Cleve and Gi*unow) Ross ms. Occurred regularly 
all year at U B 2 (maximum April, and also 
June and August); less frequent at all otner 
stations, but large colonies were recorded 
at "S B 7 (August), S B 7 (June), L S 2 (Hay - 
August), L S 7 (April and August) and L S 10 
(August). Probably a lairly sessile form, 
colonization depending on infection from 
neighbouring colonies. It oiten occurs 
along witix otner encrusting forms, but tends 
to be slower in development.
Navicula/
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ISTavicula Bulnheimil tJrunow. Recorded in small
numbers at K B 2 (March - June, Alovemoer) 
and IT B 7 (Hay), S B V (June), 1 S 2 (April 
- June, October, December), L S 7 (April) 
and L S 10 (April - May).
Havicula gregaria Donkin. Recorded in small numbers 
at If B 2 (March - June, October and November) 
and 1ST B 7 (April), L S 2 (April, August, 
October) L S 7 (Hovember, April) and L S 10 
(April).
Uavicula -pygmaea Kutzing, Recorded at all stations 
and occurring regularly over most; or tne 
year, but most frequent irorn May to July; 
smaller numbers at L S stations tnan in 
Kyle Scotnisii. 1^ colonizes slides very 
soon alter exposure.
Iffavicula ramosissima (Agardh) Cieve. Occurred as an 
important encrusting ioxm at L S 7 (May - 
August* maximum July) and L S 10 (April 
and June - August). It was recorded 
between July ana September a« all other 
stations, except S B 20 where it occurred 
in December* It occurred in muoillaginous 
tubes.
Navicula retusa Bre'bisson. Occurred regularly rri 
small nunToerb ao all stations over 
or tne year, except at S B 20 wjuuere 
was recorded in December. It tended to 
occur/
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occur in patcnes, "but colonized soon alter 
exposure. Iu also tended. -DO increase in 
numbers witn increases in encrusting lorms.
gavicula scopulorum Brebisson. var. belgiea Van Heurck. 
Recorded at S B 7 and 10 (September) and at 
L S 2 (October, December), L S 7 (December, 
February, April, August) and L S 10 (July), 
in tne presence 01 neavy colonizations by 
otner forms.
Hitzscnia closterium (Ehrenberg) ¥. Smitn. Occurred 
in lairly large numbers at S B 1 (August - 
September 1944, dominant) and at L S 7 and 
10 (April - August) - At other times and at 
all stations it was recorded from time to 
time in small numbers It was the only 
pennate form occurring regularly in the 
plankton.
Uitzschia Sigma (Kutzing) W. Smith. Recorded at 
S B 10 (July), at P I 1 and 5 (September 
1^44) and at L S 2 (HoTember) and L S 7 
November and August). Occasional, in mud 
clumps etc. lu is a very motile lorm.
Uitzschia sp. indet. (tryblionellid type).
Recorded at U B 1 - 3 (December 1^44, 
October 1^45, January l»4o) and H B 7 
(October Iv4b), S B 5 (August 1^44), P I 5 
(September 1944) and L S 4 (November), 
L S 7 (June and August) and L S 10 (August).
Pleurosi&ma minuturn Grunow. Occurred rt^ularly in
small/
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small numbers over most of tne year at 1ST 33 
1-3 and L S 7. Recorded at S B 7 (June, 
August), L S 2 (August, November} and L S 10 
February•, May)* It is a very motile form, 
tending to favour well-colonized slides. 
Pleurosigma tnuringicum (Kfttzing) Ralis. Recorded 
at B" B 1 and 3? I 5 in September 1S44; it 
occurred occasionally elsewhere "but was 
recorded under "Pleurosigma spp." 
Tro-pidoneis sp. indet* Recorded irregularly along
with dense colonizations of other forms, at 
H B 2, S B 7 and L S 2 - 10. 
Surface Preference*
Most diatoms colonized botn upper and lower 
surfaces of slides, Generally, however, the lower 
surface tended to "be more heavily colonized than the 
upper, possibly because 01 its proximity to the mud 
surface. Achnanthes sp. nov., Amphora acutiuscula, 
Navicula Bulnheimii and Havicula gregayia regularly 
colonized the lower surface rather than the upper. 
Two forms, however, favoured the upper surface - 
Achnantnes at finis and Go c cone is Scute Hum, 
(ii) Slides from Locn Craiglin.
Slides were laid out in Loch Craiglin in 
Series A - P covering tne period April 3rd. to 
November 20tn., 1944. Details of the colonization 
are given in Tables 27 - 29.
Series A, May 1944. Two slides were examined from 
1 m. and 3 m., and tnree from b m. alter 
43/
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43 days exposure. Differences "between the 
two slides from 1 m. and 3 m. may "be due to 
different surfaces having been examined, or 
to grazing. At 1 m. (one slide) tnere was 
a heavy colonization by Cocconeis, 
Placentula with Cocconeis ScuteHum, Ampnora 
c 01 isaef ormis and numerous small unidentified 
forms. Trie 3 m. and D m* slides were only 
lightly colonized*
Series B» June - July 1944. At 1 m. there was a heavy 
colonization by Cocconeis Placentula with 
Achnanthes sp«, Amphora coi'feaef ormis, and 
Mastogloia pumila in hign numbers. At 3 m. 
a similar but neavier colonization occurred 
earlier, but Hastogloia was absent and 
Uavicula "banusiensis present in smaller 
numbers. Bo slides were collected at 5 m.
Series C, July - August 1^44. Colonization was mucn 
lighter* Hastogloia pumila was tne most 
important lorm at 1 m. At 3 m. Ampaora 
Proteus and PieurQsigma tnuringicum occurred. 
Colonization at 5 m. was very weak.
Series 33, August - September 1»44. At 1 m. Ampnora 
coifeaeformis became dominant. Mastogloia 
pumila was less numerous and Mastogloia 
elliptlca more important. There was also 
a patch of gavicula banusiensis. At 3 m. 
colonization was restricted to a iew 
Ampnora/
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Ampnora Proteus; tne reduction in numbers 
may be correlated witn a snarp iall in tiie 
oxygen content 01 tne water recorded by 
Marshall and Orr (1947). Numbers at b m. 
remained low. 
Series 3S and IT, September and November 1944.
Colonization was almost nil, except at 5 in. 
where it was slight.
Out 01 twenty-one species 01 diatoms whicn 
were identified as members or tins flora, only ten 
were also found in Kyle Scotnisiu The Occurrence of 
diatoms in Locii Craiglin is summarised below. Those 
found on Locn Craiglin slides "but not Kyle Scotnisn 
slides are marked with an asterisk.
* Acnnantnes adnata Bory. Recorded at 1 m. in Hay*
July and September, and at 3 m. in August. 
Achnanthes sp. nov. This was tne same species as
was recorded in Kyle Scotnish* It occurred 
in small groups at 1 m, (May - June), 3 m. 
ft/lay - August, especially on slides lifted 
on June 28th, and July 12th.) and 5 m. 
(August). 
Achnanthes spp* indet This included at least
two small species of which by far tne most 
common was a form closely resembling 
Acnnantnes orientalis Hustedt. Tuese 
species formed dense colonies in June and 




* Amphiprora sp. indet. A species different from
the Kyle Scotnish forms, recorded at 3 m. in 
June.
Amphora col£eaetormis (Agardh) Kilt zing* Regularly 
occurred at 1 m. and neavy in July and 
September; at 3 m* it took part in tiie 
heavy June - July colonization; it was 
recorded at 5 m.
Amphora laevis Gregory. Recorded at o m, (May).
Ampriora Proteus Gregory* Recorded in small numbers 
at 3 m. trom June to August.
* Gocconeis Placentula Enrenberg. Regularly
occurred at 1 m, (neavy in May and July) and 
3 m. (May - August» maximum June 2«th.); 
it was present in small numbers at o m. 
This rorm largely took the plaoe or 
C. Scute Hum in Kyle Scotnish. It 
probably colonized from surrounding weed. 
Gocconeis Scutellum Enrenberg. Regularly occurred 
in small numbers at 1 m. and 3 m. along 
with C. Placentula. 
Di-plonies sp. Recorded at 3 m.
* Mastogloia elliptica (Agardh) Cleve. Regularly 
occurred at 1 m. (July - September); an 
isolated colonization at 3 m. in June; 
recorded at o m.
* Mastogloia pumila (Grunow) Cleve. Regularly
occurred at 1 m. (July - September) becoming
dominant after the decline or Cocconeis; 
recorded/
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recorded at 3 m. (May) and 5 m.
* NaYlcula afcrupta (Gregory) Donkin. Recorded at
1 m. (August) and 3 m. (June).
Havicula bahusiensis (Grunow apud Gleve and Grunow) 
Grunow var, bahusiensis (Grunow apud Ciere 
and Grunow), Ross ms. Occurred at 1 m. 
(September 5th.), 3 m. (June - July) and 
5 m. (recorded May and September).
*Havlcula gothlandica Grunow. Recorded in small
groups at 1 m. and 3 m. (June Ibtn* only);
recorded also at 5 m. 
Iflavicula -pygmaea Kutzing. Recorded at 3 m. and
5 m. 
Uavicula retusa Brebisson. Recorded at b m.
(September). 
Mtzschia closterlum (Enrenberg) ¥» Smitn.
Recorded at 5 m. 
Pleuroslgma tJiuringcicum (Kutzing) Rails. Recorded
at 3 m. (July - August) and once at g m.
It appears to take the place whicii
P. ininutum holds in Kyle Seotnish.
* Rhabdonema minutum Kutzing. Recorded at 1 m. 
(Hay) *
* Rnopalodia musculus var. constrieta W. Smith. 
Of regular occurrence at 1 m. (July - 
September), and recorded at 5 m.
* Stauroneis Gregorii Raits. Occurred regularly
in small numbers at 3m., less so at 1m.,
and was recorded at b m.
* Synedra/
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* Synedra pulchella (Rail's) Kutzing. Occurred in 
small numbers at all stations.
In addition to tne above species, several 
unidentified species of Havicula and Pleurosigma 
occurred.
It will be seen from the above data tnat tne 
flora of Loch Graiglin was dii'ferent from tnat of 
other Loch Sween stations. In addition, the three 
stations sampled differed more between themselves than 
did stations outside; the 3 m* station differed from 
1 m. chiefly in the relative absence of Mastogloia spp. 
and Rhopalodia musculus, and in the presence oif 
Amphora Proteus and Pleurosigma thuringicum; the 5 m. 
station more nearly resembled 1 m. in the composition 
of the flora, and was poorly colonized.
(iii.) Slides from deep-water stations*
In order to gain some idea of tiie depth to 
which bottom diatoms can exist, slide i/rays were laid 
in Loch Sween at 22 fathoms and in Loch 3?yne at 60 
fathoms ±rom January 23rd. to February 13th. 1946, and 
in Loch Sween, 22 i at horns, from July 8tn. to August 
1st* and 12th*
6n all except one of the Loch Sween slides 
small individuals or Gocconeis Scutellum were 
observed, at least some of which snowed chloroplasts. 
In addition the August 1st. slide (upper surface) had 
one/
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one ffavicula pygmaea, probably alive, and the lower 
sun ace slide had an unidentified small naviculoid 
form as well as several small ascidians.
The Loch Fyne slides were also sparsely 
colonized "by a ±'ew scattered individuals of 
Coc cone is Scute Hum.
(iv) Vertical distribution 01 diatoms in the mud*
Prom December 6th. to 17th. 1945, a covered 
breff it of sea water containing a layer of mud irom 
South Basin was placed on the "bottom in toe narrows o±* 
Kyle Scotnish. Two glass slides were inserted into 
the mud in order to study the colonizing activity 
in the vertical direction at tne mud surface. Tne 
results are given in Tables 30 and 31*
The area of densest colonization was 1-3 
mm. above tne suriace o±' tne mud. Below the mud 
surface numbers fell off rapidly to zero, while 
above it they fell more gradually to what appeared 
to be a stable level.
There was an interesting variation between 
individual species in tne area of colonization, 
Axnphora macilenta, Havicula banusiensis var. arotlca 
and Uavicula pygmaea colonized at or below the mud 
surface. Amphora marina, Havicula bahusiensis var. 
bahusiensis, and gitzschia closterium had a higher 
range. Amphora cort'eaef ormis. Amphora laevis, 
Amphora Proteus, Cocconeis ScuteHum, Navicula 
Bulnneimii /
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Bulnheimii, frTavicula retusa, flfitzschia Sigma, 
Pleurosigma sp. and others occurred at or above the mud 
surface.
Under natural conditions water movement is 
likely to agitate the mud sunace, and so make tne 
surface area in effect deeper.
The general conclusion from these experiments 
that the area of greatest colonizing activity is just 
above the mud surface was continued by colonization 
experiments of a similar nature in the laboratory.
VI RESULTS Off CORE SAMPLE INVESTIGATION.
Core samples, obtained by the method
described on p.7 , were taken at slide stations in Kyle 
Scotnish and Sailean More during August and September, 
1946. Another series taken in Mareh, 1947, was lost 
in transit.
The quantitative examination of samples of 
mud proved difficult for two reasons:- (i) particles 
of mud and detritus tend to clump togetner, especially 
when the cover-glass is laid on, tnus niding manor 
diatoms and especially small forms. Tnis was easily 
demonstrated by crusning a little mud under a cover- 
glass; diatoms wnicn were uncommon before now 
appeared/
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appeared numerous. (11) In all except heavily 
populated muds the proportion 01 diatoms to mud 
particles is small; in order to obtain a satisiactory 
count tne mud sample must "be suificiently diluted for 
diatoms to "be visible. This necessitates the counting 
of relatively large quantities of material and renders 
the method extremely laborious.
In order to overcome the iirst difficulty, 
mud samples were diluted and shaken vigourously for 
several minutes. If this was still Insufficient the 
mud was allowed to settle and the sediment ground 
with an agate pestel and mortar; the samples were then
diluted and shaken again. Except when very dilute, 
however, particles still tended to clump together under 
the cover-glass. To overcome this agar was added to 
tne suspension giving a \% gel, known quantities of 
which could be stained and mounted easily on tne slide. 
Tne necessary dilution proved too great nowever, for a 
satisfactory count.
A number of counts were made on drops of a 
known quantity and dilution wnicri were mounted on a 
squared slide and the mud particles broken up by 
pressing the cover-glass. In a fairly richly 
populated mud a large enough area could be covered 
to give a satisfactory count. An advantage of this 
method was that live material could be used. It 
proved too laborious, however, for an adequate number 
of samples to be treated in this way. Tae only result 
worth/
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wortn quoting is i'or HE? wnere an estimate of 1,850 
living diatoms per sq. ME. of mud surface was obtained; 
this figure confirms later ones.
The method finally used was to boil samples 
of mud in concentrated sulphuric acid. They were then 
oxidised with hydrogen peroxide, cleaned by
&.C.
centriiuging, and drops counted on a haemesytometer 
slide. This method served to concentrate the material 
and break up clumps. Its disadvantages were that it 
was impossible (except where frustules were broken) to 
distinguish between frustuies which had been alive and 
those which had been empty. Further, live frustules 
were frequently (but not always) separated by the acid 
into their two valves, so that single valves had to be 
taken into account. As noted by Petersen (1943) large 
diatoms are more liable to fall apart than small ones. 
The results of core sample counts using this 
method are given in Tables 32 and 33. Two cores were 
counted from 3ST B 2, three from U B 7, two from S B 7, 
one from S B 10, three from S B 20, two from Loch 
Sween 22 fathoms, and four from L S 10. Many 
attempts to obtain core samples from L S 2 and L S 7 
failed on account of the loose sandy nature of the 
bottom deposit. Of tne samples at L S 10, tnree were 
taken irom one place, and one from a point a little
way off.
Tne iigures given tor tne total number of 
diatoms per sq. mm. of mud surface are only very 
approximate/
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approximate, but they show, nevertheless, a lair 
measure or agreement* The 1'igures given under
separate species are the total number 01 eacn counted 
in each sample, and are basBd on six haemacycometer 
counts.
In an attempt to estimate the proportion of 
living to dead material, a series of samples were 
examined from the raw material and rougn counts made. 
The proportion oi empty 1'rustules observed by this 
method varied between 33$ and 48^, average 43/£. In 
practice this applied mainly only to larger forms 
since smaller species were rarely seen by this method. 
Even talcing this proportion into account, however, the 
core sample counts indicate a fairly nigh population 
of bottom diatoms in the mud. It is probable that 
all individuals of Cocconeis Scutellum observed in 
the counts were either dead or moribund, since the mud 
did not represent their natural habitat.
In an attempt to confirm the observation of 
diatoms on slides in deep-water, a series of core 
samples were taken at Millport in April 1948, at 
depths of 20, 40 and 60 fathoms. Examination of 
these samples revealed only empty frustules of 
Havicula abrupta• A number of sub-samples were 
cultured in "Erdschreiber 11 at various dilutions, but 
the only diatom which developed was Sfceletonema 
originating presumably lrom resting spores which had 
sunk to the bottom .
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VII FEEDING BXPERIMEETS.
A number of feeding experiments were carried 
out to study the importance or bottom diatoms as food 
for animals. The animals used were tne phyllopod 
crustacean Artemia salina, which is easy to handle in 
culture, tne gastropod Hydrobia jentcinsl and a number 
of very young gastropods probably Littorina littorea, 
and the lamellibranchs Abra -prismatica, Macoma baltica,
•
Tellina tenuis, Aloidss gibba and Cardium edule.
(i) Artemia.
Experiments were carried out using adults and 
nauplii hatched in the laboratory from eggs of a 
bisexual strain originating irom Caliiornia. Pure 
cultures were used of Bitzschia ? dubiiformis, 
Hitzschia affinis, Stauroneis amphoroides, and 
Amphlprora paludosa var. dut&ex, in crystallizing 
disnes. Six to ten adult Artemia were wasned in 
sterile sea water and put into each dish. Gut 
contents and faeces were examined from time* to time. 
The gut was found to be packed with diatoms, and tne 
faeces with empty frustules when kept, in cultures of 
Uitzschia or Amphiprora. Those in Stauroneis 
cultures, although they ingested some diatoms, did 
not appear to digest tnem and tne nind-gut and faeces 
contained dead but apparently undigested diatoms. 
All tne Artemia in Stauroneis cultures died in a few 
days. Tnoas in Nitzscnia cultures were kept for two
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montns, while two survived in Ampniprora cultures for 
five months.
Three series of feeding experiments were 
carried out with Artemia nauplii, using the same 
diatoms as with the adults. In the lirst two series 
newly hatched nauplii were washed in successive changes 
of sterile sea water and six put into each dish of
culture, as well as six into a dish containing only 
sea water with "Brdschreiber 11 . In tne third series 
nauplii were washed fay the method used by Bond (1933) 
of holding them on bolting silk and pouring sterile sea 
water over them. In addition to the four diatom 
cultures, cultures of yeast and Chlamydomonas were
*
used &n this series.
The results of these experiments are given in 
Table 34 along with some of Bond's results for similar 
experiments. Tne instars were identified from the 
paper by Heath (1924). The growth rate varied with 
the food material used, the rate in Amphiprora 
cultures being equal to that in yeast, while Mtzschia 
cultures gave a lower rate. Stauroneis again 
appeared unsuitable as food. Faeces were examined; 
pellets from Ainphiprora and Mtzschia affinis cultures 
were packed with empty frustules, those from Mtzschia 
? dubiiformis cultures (with a lower growth-rate in 
the nauplii) seemed to contain fewer, while those from 
Stauroneis cultures contained relatively few empty 
frustules. Nauplii in Amphiprora cultures were 
brought up to maturity.
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(ii) Hydrobia.
A large number of Hydrobia were kept in a 
tank of muddy sand in the laboratory. Faeces 
examined were formed from indeterminate particulate 
matter. The gut of one individual, however, 
contained empty frustules of a small diatom.
A number of individuals were isolated for 
twenty-four hours in sterile sea water, and then 
placed for two days into pure cultures of the same 
diatoms as were used in the Arternia experiments. 
Faeces which were examined afterwards were again 
composed of unidentifiable particulate matter with 
some chloroplast material present; only individuals 
from the ITitzschia affinis culture had recognizable 
diatom remains in the faeces.
A number of Eydrobia were washed in sterile 
suea water, scrubbed free of encrusting algae, etc. on 
filter paper and weighed in groups o± eight. They 
were then washed again in 30$ alcohol in sterile sea 
water, rinsed, and each group of eight put into a 
crystallizing dish containing food culture. Two 
dishes each were used of Atnphiprora and the two 
gitzschias and one each 01 Stauroneis and sterile 
culture medium. They were weigned again and wasjxed 
after 14 days, 40 days, and 62 days, and the results 
are given in Table 35. Owing to a high mortality 
the results are ratner inconclusive. Tney do seem 
to show, however, that Hydrobia can be maintained in 
a pure culture or diatoms. Some of the deaths and
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lack oi' growth may "be ascribed to trie fact that the 
shelliish frequently climbed out of tne water up the 
glass sides of tne vessels? and remained tnere lor 
considerable periods. All the cultures' became 
contaminated with bacteria and green algae alter tne 
last weighing.
(111) Small Gastropods.
About twenty very small gastropods? 
probably Littorina littorea? were placed in pure 
cultures of trie same four diatoms where they were 
observed feeding actively, and left for periods 
varying ±rom two days to three weeks, Faeces and gut 
contents were examined. Those in Amphiprora cultures 
died alter four days, and neither laeces nor gut 
contents gave any conclusive result, probably on 
account of the fragile nature of the frustule wnich is: 
sometimes very difficult to see. Those in cultures 
oi Hitzs.chia tnrived well; faeces and gut contents 
contained some empty or broken frustules and many 
which were apparently untoucned. Those in gitzschia 
affinis cultures died after two weeks but both faeces 
and gut contents contained many empty and oroken 
frustules. Those in Stauroneis cultures lived over 
the whole period of tx.ree weeks and both faeces and 
gut contents were packed witn empty irustules.
Here again there appears to be a curious 




A number of these molluscs was kept for over 
a year in a tank of mud in the laboratory. Tney were 
frequently observed feeding with their trunk-like 
innalent siphons on the sun ace layer 01 the mud, which 
was rich in diatoms. The faeces were examined irom 
time to time, and contained an almost exact replica of 
tne mud flora, except that all i russules were empty, 
whereas very few were empty in the mud. The main 
species present were a small species of Epithemia, 
and 3Sfitzsohia closterium, along with small species 
°* Havicula, Hitzschia, and Diploneis* One or vwo 
Abra were kept in a "breff it containing a difj£rent mud 
where the flora included a number of larger species 
of Havicula (including Kavi cu la retusa ) and 
Pleurosigma) and Uitzschia Sigma. In the faeces 
these forms were usually present but untouched, while 
smaller forms were all empty.
Several attempts were made to feed Abra in 
pure cultures but they refused to do so. A culture 
was also made up oi sterilized mud innoculated wi'uh 





Eignteen Aloidss were kept in a tank of mud 
I'or several months. Altnougn thev lay witn tneir 
sipnons open mucn of the time, tnere was very little 
evidence of feeding. Only one of several animals 
opened/
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opened showed a number of small diatoms in the region 
of the digestive diverticula. It, is possible that tne 
mud in tne tank was too still and compact, to "be easily 
taken in by tneir sipnons* Attempts to feed tnem in 
pure or mud cultures failed, as under these 
circumstances they did not even open,
(vi) Tellina tenuis.
Two Tellina whicn had been leeding actively 
in a tank of muddy sand were isolated and laeces 
examined. They were found to contain mucxi 
indeterminate matter with a lew empty frustules, and 
what appeared to be broken remains of ipustules. Tne 
gut contents were similar.
(vii) Macoma baltica.
Several specimens of Macoma wnicn nad been 
feeding in tne same tank as the Tellina were isolated 
and faeces examined. As in Tellina there was much 
indeterminate matter and many broken and splintered 
irustules, quite unlike anything seen in tne mud. But 
tnere were also numbers of empty, unbroken frustules of 
Hitzschia closterium and small species of Havicula, and 
occasional frustules containing cnloroplasts, Uone of 
the larger diatoms which occurred in tne sand were 
present, at least as complete frustules. Tnese snell- 




Tnree Gardium were isolated from tne same 
tank as Ma coma and Tellina. Tne faeces here made an 
interesting comparison witn that of Macoma. A large 
concentration of diatoms, representing a replica of 
the natural sand flora, was present and many were 
alive, while some were dead "but undigested; tiiose 
identified were Amphora cort'eaef ormis (all empty), 
A. laevis (almost all dead "but undigested), Co c cone is 
Scute Hum (mostly dead, some undigested), Dip lone is sp« 
(some alive, mostly undigested), Mavicula gregaria 
(a"bout 50% empty, some alive), H. pygmaea (mostly dead 
"but undigested), large Iffavicula spp. (oO/£ empty, tne 
rest mostly dead), small Havicula spp. (mostly empty, 
some alive), ¥itzschia closterium (50% empty, tne rest 
mostly alive), Uitzschia sp. (tryblionellid type, 
dead "but undigested), and Tropidoneis sp. (dead "but 
undigested). Generally speaking small diatoms were 
either digested or alive, wnile large ones were dead 
but undigested. In addition to tne diatoms (which 
were far more numerous and varied than in Macoma)» 
there was some indeterminate matter though not so much 
as in Macoma. The occurrence of living organisms 
in the faeces of this form is in line witn previous 
experiments wnen Cardium was fed in cultures of 
Chlamydomonas and a large proportion of live material 
occurred in the faeces.
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VIII DISCUSSION AHD CONCLUSIONS*
Previous work on "bottom diatom populations 
has "been largely conrined to qualitative observation* 
•Much, oi this work is summarised by Kolbe (1952) in his 
outline 01 diatom ecology, where ne indicates many 
lines tor further research. As a result of nis work 
and later research along similar lines, the best Joiown 
field in diatom ecology is probably the constitution 
of the diatom population in relation to salinity of 
the water. Petersen (1943) refers to one or two 
authors who have made counts of diatoms, but it seems 
that such work nas usually been done on oxidised 
material.
Mare (l942a), in her study of a marine 
benthic community, made a census of bottom diatoms by 
a dilution culture method modified x'rom that used by 
soil microbiologists. As she herself states, however, 
results obtained by tnis method must be treated with 
caution, as both the numbers and composition of the 
flora obtained may differ substantially from that 
occurring naturally in the mud.
A number of workers na4e studied the 
settlement o± diatoms on sun aces. Wilson (1925) 
studied the algal succession on wooden blocks, and 
also on cleared rock surfaces as did Bokenham and 
Stephenson (ly38). The main body of work along 
tnis line, however, has been done,by students of 
marine louling communities. In America, Cod (1^32), 
Coe,
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Coe and Alien (ly37), and Scheer (1945) used wooden 
and cement blocks, cement plates, and glass plates. 
Scheer concluded tiiat no differences in settlement 
were to "be found on different materials. Also in 
America, Lackey (5.936) obtained heavy colonizations of 
diatoms on glass Syracuse dishes suspended near the 
"bottom. In this country the recent work of the 
Marine Corrosion Sub-committee at Millport, Caernarvon 
and other stations has included the study of diatom 
fouling on steel panels? and other surfaces. Mare 
(1942 b), in contrast to Scheer, records that bacteria 
and some diatoms, notably Achnanthes sp., were scarcer 
on glass than on other surfaces.
The ilora which the above workers were
concerned with was similar to tna-c colonizing Loch Sween 
slides in that sessile lorms were most important, but 
ratner diirerent in species composition . Coe and 
Alien give a list 01 sixty species few of wnicn 
occurred in Locn Sween; of fourteen wnich were 
abundant only two - Gocconeis Scutellum and Hitzschia 
olosterium - were common in Loch Sween, wnile two 
others were recorded occasionally - Uitzsc-aia / 
longissima and Bnabdonema minuturn* 1'ne otners are 
small species 01 Navicula wnicn were unidentined^ 
Navicula gr evil lei which resembles Ha vicula ramosissima 
Achnanthes longipes, and species of Licmophora, 
Fragilaria, Grammatophora, Striatella and Synedra. 




The flora recorded in the Marine Corrosion 
Sub-committee studies is similar. All the above forms 
are recorded "by Pritsch (1942), Hare (1942 b) or 
Bishop (1046), with the addition of Amphiprora sp., 
Havicula ramosissima (very common), and species o±* 
Biddulphia, Melosira, &yrosigma and Bacillaria. Mare 
and Pyefinch (1942) record small species of Amphiprora 
and Amphora in "bacterial slime.
It seems likely that the differences in 
species "between these floras and that found in Loch 
Sween slides was, at least in part, due to the lact 
that they were colonizing surfaces closer inshore than 
the Loch Sween slides, and usually at some distance
from the "bottom. The origin of this colonization
the 
would probably be chiefly/epiphytic diatom population
of inshore higher algae such as Focus, Laminaria etc. 
This is to some extent borne out by the greater 
similarity to tnis flora of tne slide and mud sample 
flora of Loch Craiglin, wnere weed was abundant. In 
Kyle Scotnish Licmophora was only common at 1 m. and 
3 m. in Soutn Basin, where tnere was also much weed. 
Tne species recorded by Wilson (1925) and Bokenham 
and Stepnenson (1938) also belonged to this inshore 
type.
The floras recorded in the above
investigations resembled Loch Sween floras in that 




Recently a series of investigations on the 
diatom flora of certain rivers has "been carried out by 
Butcher (1931, 1932, 1940, 1946) using a technique 
similar to that employed in tne present investigation. 
Glass slides (3" X l w ) were submerged in a photographic 
printing frame, held usually flat but sometimes vertical; 
they were left for twenty to thirty days and counted 
direct, or if colonization was dense the growth on 
200 sq. mm. was scraped off and suspended in a litre of 
water before counting. The quantitative results which 
he obtained were comparable wi-oh. "those of the present 
investigation. The dominant member or the rlora was 
again a markedly sessile 1 orm - Cocconeis Placentula. 
This method was also used by Godward (1934), 
investigating epiphytic algae, to obtain material for 
identification.
It seems probable that three external factors 
were of importance in the variation between floras of 
the bottom, and depth. These factors are considered 
in turn, 
(i) Salinity.
The effect of salinity on the composition of 
diatom floras was studied by Koteie (1932), who 
developed what is known as the Halobion system 
(summarised, 1^32), in which diatoms are classified 
into groups according to the optimum range of salinity 
in which they occur. Tiiese groups are (a) Euhalobous 
forms, which have an optimum salinity range 01 30 - 40%o;
(W
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(b) Mesonalobous forms with optimum range 5 - 
and (c) Oligonalobous lorms occurring in water witn a 
very low salt concentration. Tne Oligonalobous group 
is further divided into halophilous lorms preferring 
slightly "brackish water, indifferent forms (the 
majority fresh*water) and halopho"bous forms which are 
strongly stenohaline. This system has been developed 
since "by Hustedt (1939), Petersen (1943) and others. 
The diatom populations of different stations are 
analysed "by Petersen and arranged under tne halobion 
groups as number of individuals and as species so as to 
give a frequency distribution which is described as tne 
Halobion Spectrum.
Halobion spectra have been prepared for the 
floras at 1ST B 2 and L S 2, and at the three stations in 
Locn Craiglin; they are given in Tables 36 - 40. 
Halobion ratings for different species are from 
Hustedt (1939) and Petersen (1943) and are given on 
pages9-N» It is doubtful, however, if tne slide method 
of sampling is a fair method 01 obtaining data tor 
these spectra in view or the unequal development of 
sessile and nori-sessile forms (discussed later on p.64); 
a more accurate determination might be obtained by 
combining slide data witii core sample data. These 
spectra seem to suggest, however, that salinity does 
not account for the main differences in tne composition 
of the flora at tne stations analysed.
(ii)/
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(ii) Hature of the "bottom.
This is probably the most important factor 
affecting the distribution of diatoms in Loch Sween. 
Its import ananas already been rioted in discussing tne 
floras recorded by workers on marine fouling*
It was obserTed in tiie course oi the slide 
investigation that there was a general resemblance 
between tne diatom population on slides irom U B 2, 
S B 1 - 5, and L S 2 - 10, in that they were 
frequently dominated by markedly sessile lorms. 
Similarly, 2J B 7 and S B 7 and 10 slides resembled 
each other in the relative scarcity of such iorms. 
This can be correlated with tne presence or absence 
of weed, gravel, and sand sun aces wnich tnese iorms 
colonize under natural circumstances.
Two diatoms colonized chieily the upper 
surface 01 slides - Achnanthes aff inis and Go c cone is 
Scute Hum. Achnanthes was only numerous at H B 2; 
Gocconeis was an important form at all stations irom 
1 m. - 3 m. (where weed was present) and at L S 7 
but was much less important at L S 10; at 33" B 7 and 
S B 7 and 10 it was irregular. Godward (1934), 
working with Cocconeis cultures on aquatic plants in 
tne laboratory, noticed that reproducing individuals 
tend to fall off the plant on to any substrate 
beneath. Sne laid glass slides horizontally and
vertically on tne bottom of the vessel and found tnati
Gocconeis colonized only trie horizontal one, and 
multiplied very quickly. This is apparently the 
method/
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method "by which Gocconeis is distributed, as it is a 
sessile, non-motile form. The distribution of these 
two diatoms, and in trie case oi' Gocconeis tne met nod 
of colonization, seem to suggest that taey occur
ynaturally as epipiites on weed. Gocconeis was only 
observed in the sea on weed; it must persist in mud 
in some form, however, as it occasionally colonized 
slides on tne lab. from mud or sand.
The two otner important encrusting forms 
wnich occurred on slides were Amphora coft'eaef ormis, 
and Navicula bahusiensis. They were more regular 
in their occurrence, and plentiful on slides from 
stations where gravel or sand was present. They 
colonized both sides of slides but tended to favour 
the underside. It seems likely that these lOrms 
occurred naturally on gravel, shell fragments or 
sand grains. Navicula banusiensis yar. arctica 
was observed on sand 1'rom U B 2, forming a dense 
growth on some faces of sand grains. Remane (1933) 
also recorded sand grains covered witn small diatoms.
Havicula ramosissima wnich became a
dominant encrusting iorm on slides Irom L S 7 and 10 
(see Tables 25 and 26) seems to colonize most types 
of surfaces. Workers on marine corrosion found it 
as a common colonial form occurring in mucillaginous 
tubes, but Harris (in tue press) nas seen it forming 
a rilm on exposed sun aces. Kelson (194?) records 
it on Cape May tidal flats lorming a lilm over sand 
grains. It is surprising tnat tnis i orni was not 
more/
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more common on slides.
It was cnaract eristic of tnese encrusting 
forms tnat tney tended to increase in numbers with 
iricreas.ed length of exposure. Other species did not 
usually do this; they colonized slides quickly and 
the population remained at a fairly stable level. 
Such forms were Uavicula pygmaea, ff. retusa, H.
$u Bulnheimii, Amphora laevis, A> marina?
A> macilenta, and the more irregular Uitzschia 
closterium, together with a few unidentined species 
of Navicula and ¥itzschia. Porms in this group 
occurred at all stations, including N B 7 and SB? 
and 10. Occasionally they increased with an increase 
in encrusting forms. It seems likely that these 
forms are members of the regular mud flora. Some of 
them e.g. Amphora spp. are probably sessile or semi- 
sessile on sand grains or snell fragments, but tney 
occurred where such surfaces were rare, and the speed 
with which they colonized slides suggests that they 
were common in the mud. The above conclusions were 
borne out by the flora of mud from core samples. 
This might be expected to give the most accurate 
picture of the mud flora, and it is significant that 
the dominant lorms were the most actively motile - 
Navicula spp. and Uitzschia spp.
In addition to the "mud lorms 11 listed above 
was a number of larger lorms, mostly iree-living in 
the mud; these forms occurred occasionally, usually 
when the slide was neavily colonized witii encrusting 
i orms/
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forms or when it was covered with rnud or detritus. 
It seems likely,that when large numbers of encrusting 
diatoms are present, the mucus which they secrete 
"binds mud and organic particles to the slide. Large 
forms wnich might otherwise fall off the slide when 
it is brought out of the water, under these circumstances 
stick to the slide. This is borne out by the fact 
that (a) the heaviest diatoms found on slides - 
large species of Pleurosigma - although not 
uncommonly seen in mud samples, were only found on 
the slides in presence of large quantities of mud or 
detritus; and (b) heavy chains of Melosira sulcata 
and similar forms, though occasionally seen in mud 
samples, never occurred on slides.
Such forms were large Havicula spp. 
(including H. Scopulorum, IT. palpebralis and 
H. Cyprinus)» Pleurosigma spp., Gyrosigma spp., 
Amphora j^cteus, A* truncata, A» costata, Tropidoneis^ 
sp., Diploneis spp», and Hitzschia spp. (including 
H. Sigma and U. spathulata)» Some of these such as 
Pleurosigma minutum, Amphora Proteus (especially 
small individuals), small Diploneis spp., and 
HitzSGhia Sigma 9 must be regarded as "border-line" 
cases since they often occurred on slides which were 
not densely colonized.
The diatoms colonizing slides in Loch 
Sween can thereiore be roughly classified according 
to habitat as:




(a) forms sessile particularly on weed 
(Cocconeis).
("b) forms sessile or semi-sessile on
gravel, shell iragtnents, sand grains 
etc. Amphora c of feaeformis, 
Uavicula bahusiensis, U. ramosissiina). 
(ii) Forms occurring regularly in the mud, 
sometimes numerous but not forming dense 
colonies:
(a) forms sessile or semi-sessile, 
particularly on weed (Mcmophora, 
Achnanthe s af f i n i s ).
(b) forms sessile or semi-sessile on 
snell fragments, sand grains etc. 
(e.g. Am.pn.ora spp. and possibly 
Kavicula pygmaea and Diploneis spp.);
(c) More or less active, free-living in 
tne mud or on the surface of weed, 
gravel, shells etc. (e.g. ¥avicula spp., 
N3.tzs.chia spp., Pleurosigma spp. 
gyrosi£ma spp.).
To complete tnis habitat classification 
there should possibly be added tycnopelagic forms, 
such as Melosira and other cnain forms, wnicn lie in 
tne mud or on surfaces but are neither strictly 
sessile nor active.
Ho position was suggested for Acnrianthes 
spp. such, as Achnanthes Stromi; it is probable that 
they/
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they iail j utu (11 ) b iiowever.
Tiiere are nut en^ugn data available to 
cj-assiiy L.ch Cj.aj.gxin diatows according tu nabj. oat. 
T.,e i m. and 3 m. stations were overgrown wren, weed, 
and it is iix:ej.y tnat weed-living j.or:iis were most 
important. ;
(111) Deptn. 
! Between 1 m.. and 10 m. tnere was no
evidence tuat deptn nas mucii effect on trie composition 
: O.L tne ilora, except indirectly tnrougii its 
i iniluence on t^e nature or tJfie bottom deposit arid 
] trie presence 01 nigger algae. ITor is it lively 
i triat, deptn waa dxreotly a lirriiting i actor on tue 
! ilora at SB20.
; Evidence 01 tue presence 01 living diatous - 
' in deeper wa^er is very scarce. Maxe (l^42a) 
  records Goccorieis sp. as being quite abundant at
i
; 72 m. in un.e English Cuannei, and axso tnat a large
naviculoid developed in culture i rom inud at 113 m. i 
j near tne moutn 01 one Channel.
\ Evidence i rom tne present investigation 
i is lixewise slignt, but trie lact tnao slides were 
j colonized n only very sligntly at c. 110 m. in Locu 
Fyne in January bears out Mare's suggestion t^at tne 
\ compensation point oi bottom diatoms is probably
; mucn lower tnan triat 01 planntonic lonus. At ;
i
: greater deptns tne density and periodicity 01 tne
pnytoplankton population is lively to be a iactor 
; oi importance, on account oi its eifect upon tne 
I transparency/
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transparency of tne water.
Tne above tnree factors are considered to 
"be tnose primarily affecting trie occurrence at any 
station of different species of diatoms. Tne inter­ 
relationships of these diatoms in trie process 01 slide 
colonization throughout trie year are influenced 
"by some other iactors. Pyefincri (1946), dealing 
with fouling organisms in general deals witn tnese 
under the neadings of settlement, occurrence, 
aggression, and persistence. Broadly, these factors 
also apply to colonization "by diatoms alone, 
(a) Settlement.
This is defined as the period over which 
settling stages are available. Data from the 
present investigation seem to suggest that most 
"bottom diatoms are available over most of the year* 
Most forms show periods of greater abundance in 
spring or summer, but these vary somewhat between 
stations, and only a few seem to be definitely 
restricted in occurrence to these periods. It is 
possible that wnat appears as seasonal variation is 
in fact due to slignt changes in the substrate or 
other reasons. The data are not sufficient to draw 
definite conclusions regarding the seasonal 
occurrence of different species.
While the level of the diatom flora falls 
in winter, the species composition remains much tiie 
same. The bottom diatom ilora, in contrast to the
phytoplankton/
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phytoplankton, appears to be, on the whole, a 
remarkably stable population. This is in line with 
seasonal data obtained by other authors. Coe and 
Alien (1937) recorded a steady diatom population, 
showing an early spring increase and a smaller 
autumn increase. Mare (I942a) noted a rise up to 
May. Bishop (1946) and Pyefinch (1947) recorded a 
spring increase in March, the population remaining 
high until September. Similar results for fresh­ 
water forms were obtained by Butcher (1931, 1932, 
1940) who regarded the winter population as consisting 
of the forms common in summer though much reduced in 
numbers. Fritsch (1942) stated that fouling colonies 
of some diatoms persist in winter but do not disperse.
It seems probable therefore that the bottom 
diatom flora remains fairly stable throughout the year, 
but that winter conditions, in particular low 
temperature and low light intensity, reduce the 
reproduction rate and colonizing activity. Thus the 
rate of infection of slides is reduced, and forms 
which occur regularly but are not numerous in the 
spring or summer, become only casual colonizers in 
the winter.
The work of Coe and Alien (1937) and the 
results of the present investigation so far as they 
go (c.f. Autumn and Winter 1944 and 1945) seem to 
suggest that even this pattern of activity is variable 




It is possible in these investigations to 
distinguish as Pyefinch (1946) did between 
"occurrence" in the sense of the original settlement 
of surfaces by organisms, and their continued 
presence on artificial substrata. The maintenance 
of a diatom population on natural or artificial 
substrata depends on the length of life of the 
original colonizers and their rate of reproduction. 
Very little is known about the first factor, so it is 
probably safe to assume from laboratory experience 
that individual diatom cells can survive long periods 
as vegetative cells.
On Loch Sween slides, situated as they were 
in contact with the mud, these two factors probably 
operated differently for the two main groups of 
colonizing diatoms. This was brought out on slides 
collected on the same day after different periods of 
exposure; (it was occasionally obscured by other 
factors such as grazing but see particularly slides 
lifted on Dec. 21st. 1945, Table 5, and July 2nd. 
1946, Table 14). In the absence of other factors 
non- encrust ing forms such as Uavicula pygmaea occurred 
independently of length of exposure. Slides taken 
out on the same day after different exposures tended 
to resemble each other more closely in respect of these 
forms than slides taken out on different days (though 
in the same series) after the same length of exposure. 
This/
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This suggests that the slide population of these forms 
even when they are semi-sessile, is the same as the 
population in the surrounding mud. In fact the 
population of non-encrusting forms may "be regarded as 
an approximate sample of the surrounding mud 
population as regards both variety of species and 
their relative numbers. Under these circumstances 
the rate of reproduction factor will have the same 
effect on slides as in the mud. In the case of 
encrusting forms, however, the slide colony was 
isolated; infection did not always occur as soon as a 
slide was exposed, and a colony once started continued
to reproduce on the slide, without any such dispersal
as 
to the surrounding mud/is responsible for the balance
of the non-encrusting population. Thus the density 
of a colony increased with length of exposure. The 
density of encrusting forms on slides collected on the 
dame day depended not on the density of the 
surrounding population but on the intensity of the 
infection which started the colonies (i.e. the 
proximity and activity of neighbouring colonies) and 
the period during which they were able to grow, 
together with the reproduction rate factor which 
operated both on the slide colony and parent colonies.
There are no data on rates of reproduction of 
different species of diatoms. It is possible 
however that the later development already noted of 
Navicula bahusiensis as compared with other encrusting
forms may be due to a lower rate of reproduction. 
Slides/
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Slides were not exposed long enough to show 
how long old colonies could continue to exist after 
the source of infection had disappeared or died.
In iBgeneral this factor is more important 
in colonization by encrusting forms, which are 
relatively isolated (as are marine fouling 
communities) than in colonization by non- encrusting 
forms which represent a regular sample of the 
surrounding population. 
( c ) Aggression.
The aggressive tendencies of a fouling 
organism are reflected in the extent to which it is 
capable of ousting other forms. Highly aggressive 
species give rise to cases of biological exclusion, 
(Pyefinch, 1946). The most aggressive diatom 
encountered on the slides was Oocconeis, and in an
area where infection by this form occurred it is 
likely that if left long enough it would have ea?usted 
all others, owing to its sessile habit and high 
reproductive rate. This was almost the case on the 
slide at SB 1 in Series P (p. 15) and at L S 2 in 
Series S (Table 19 and p. 22.) . In the latter series 
surfaces less heavily colonized by Cocconeis carried 
higher populations of other encrusting forms. $To 
other diatoms seemed to show this character to any 
great degree; other encrusting forms were generally 
found together.
( d ) Persistence.
This is defined as the extent to which an
organism/
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organism can withstand competition from another, 
particularly a more aggressive member of the 
community. Sxcept in the cases of heavy Gocconeis 
development all diatoms seemed to exhibit a high 
degree of persistence.
The above factors contribute to the only 
type of succession which occurred on the slides. The 
diatom colonization forms a stage in the marine 
fouling sequence known as the basal carpet (Harris, 
1943). This comprises the diatom population and a 
bacterial slime on which they settle. Several 
authors have stressed the importance of a bacterial 
film in providing a surface for diatom colonization. 
Zo Bell and Alien (1935) observed larger numbers of 
micro-organisms on film-coated slides than on 
sterilized slides; they regarded the favouring 
influence of film-formers as being due to the 
provision of a mucillaginous surface and a richer 
food (or nutrient) supply. Coe and Alien (1937) and 
Scheer (1945) also recorded a better settlement of 
diatoms on surfaces with a bacterial film. Scheer, 
however, stated that the time of maximum increase 
was not affected by bacteria. Mare (I942b) found 
no evidence of the necessity of bacterial slime.
The present investigation gave no evidence 
on this question, since under the conditions of 
exposure of the slides a bacterial film would 
presumably always develop naturally. Nevertheless
it/
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it is worth drawing attention to the fact that such 
a film may have an influence on diatom colonization.
After the development of the film the first 
colonizers are usually the common mud forms and 
especially the more motile ones. This was well seen 
not only on slides which had "been exposed for short 
periods - tine period was generally not short enough - 
"but also on slides which had been recently grazed. 
It was occasionally possible to see on a grazed slide 
an area colonized only by a few Havicula (including 
Havicula pygmaea); sometimes one or two Amphora 
were present, and the fringe of the area showed the 
start of recolonization by encrusting forms. These 
last, particularly Cocconeis seemed to recolonize an 
area fairly slowly unless there was fresh infection, 
the individuals of the colony usually being fairly 
close together. This early occurrence of motile 
forms in the colonization sequence is in line with 
observations of Wilson (1925) who recorded Kavicula 
an(* Nitzschia spp. among pioneer species colonizing 
cleared surfaces.
Sooner or later, at this stage in 
colonization, the slide becomes infected with 
encrusting forms which then begin to multiply. At 
their highest densities they probably form the final 
stage in the diatom sequence before the development 
of higher algae or sessile animals. The large 
diatoms which, as already mentioned, are found 
usually on slides with a well developed population,
probably/
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probably occur also at a much earlier stage but do 
not adhere to the slide.
Various periods have "been mentioned by 
investigators as the time necessary for maximum 
diatom development. Wilson (1925) gave 7 days, 
Scheer (1945) gave 19 days, and Butcher (1946) 
with river forms gave 20 - 30 days, or 30 - 40 days 
in winter or with pond forms. Clearly the time will 
vary according to the nature of the flora, the 
proximity and activity of infecting forms, 
competition, and reproductive rate.
The chief factors affecting the 
colonization of slides may be summarised as:
(a) factors affecting the nature of the flora - 
salinity, "bottom deposit, weed, depth;
(b) factors affecting the occurrence of the 
flora - seasonal periodicity, the number and 
proximity of neighbouring populations;
(c) factors affecting the activity of the flora 
temperature and reproductive rate, length of 
exposure of the slide, aggression, persistence.
It will be evident that as a method for 
assessing the true nature of the bottom diatom 
population, the method of colonizing glass slides 
has several limitations.
(i) In all investigations involving the 
colonization of surfaces the dominant flora has been 
composed/
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composed of sessile forms. In the case of the 
present investigations this flora has "been drawn from 
scattered fragments of stone, or shells, sand grains, 
or weed. The forms concerned have overgrown the 
natural mud flora. Slides are therefore selective 
in the flora which they develop.
(ii) The dependence of this flora on neighbouring 
populations introduces another uncertain factor, since 
the intensity of the colonization will depend (as 
already observed) on the number and proximity of these 
populations - which may be largely a matter of 
accident in the placing of the slide tray.
(iii) The colonization of slides., depends, in the 
case of both encrusting and non-encrusting forms,on 
the activity and reproduction rate of colonizing 
forms as well as on their absolute number. Thus the 
colonization of slides in winter may give the 
impression of a lower population than actually exists; 
similarly the summer population may give too high a 
figure.
(iv) There are no data for assessing the degree 
to which slide populations are influenced by animal 
activity. Grazing certainly occurs, although to 
what extent is not known. Faeces often contain live 
diatoms, and the deposition of such pellets on a slide 
may cause an unusual concentration of forms.
(v) Tubes of polychaetes, faecal pellets, mud or 
detritus, particularly in the presence of mucus from 
populations of encrusting diatoms, may form a suitable 
habitat/
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habitat for large diatoms and cause a concentration 
of these, and smaller forms. On the other hand when 
such material is absent from the slide these large 
forms may fall off.
(vi) These factors, together with the general 
nature of the colonization, make counts on the 
population so highly variable that they may well 
prove unsuitable for statistical treatment such as is 
desirable for studying populations.
The figures obtained from slide counts, 
therefore, do not give a satisfactory picture of the 
actual density of the natural diatom population of 
bottom mud. They give a reasonably accurate picture
of the diatom population on exposed surfaces, such 
as weed or shells - direct examination of such 
surf aces has several times shown such a resemblance. 
They also provide material for the comparative study 
of different factors affecting diatom communities.
A fully satisfactory method has still to 
be found. The difficulties of direct searching 
have already been discussed, and in the past the 
method has led to highly erroneous results (see 
particularly Petersen and Boysen Jensen, 1911, p. 14). 
The limitations of a dilution culture method have 
also been mentioned. Core sampling seems to provide 
the best solution if its particular difficulties can be 
got over.
Work which has been done on the actual 
numbers of diatoms which occur in the mud has 
indicated/
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indicated that these numbers must "be high. Petersen 
and Boysen Jensen (1911) considered, as a result of 
direct examination, that their numbers in the mud 
of Limfjord were Tery low. More recently however 
Remane (1933) and lie Is on (1947), also from direct 
observation, have recorded considerable numbers. 
Helson refers to a brown diatom scum on Cape May 
tidal flats.
Figures obtained by colonization methods 
in the present investigation and in marine fouling 
investigations, while not giving an absolute value, 
have indicated that the habitats from which infection 
has come must have had large populations. One result 
in particular which emphasizes this is the figure 
given by Lackey (1936); in 24 hours his Syracuse 
dishes accummulated diatom populations of over 
16,000 diatoms per square centimetre.
Mare (1942 a) calculated a minimal number 
of 590,000,000 bottom diatoms per square metre in 
the top half centimetre of mud. This figure is of 
the same order of magnitude as that obtained from 
core sample counts in Loch Sween stations.
It appears that the bottom diatom
population, in some habitats particularly, is a very- 
considerable one. Data are as yet inadequate to 
give a true estimate of their numerical importance. 
It is possible that a combination of several 





One of the original purposes of this 
investigation was to see if the "bottom flora as well 
as the phytoplankton increases as a result of 
fertilization. Most slide series were laid out so 
as to cover a period "before and after fertilization. 
One or two cases where fertilization may have had 
some effect are mentioned in the notes on each series, 
"but on the whole no evidence was obtained to confirm 
such an effect, as the ta"bles show. Even in the 
cases mentioned the variation was within the range 
of variations through other causes.
The reason for this lack of evidence may 
lie in the factors referred to above which make the 
slide method of sampling unsuitable for quantitative 
studies.
Another possible reason, however, is that 
at the mud surface, in contrast to upper water 
layers, the natural phosphate concentration may not 
"be a limiting factor for "bottom diatoms. Figures 
obtained by Hutman (in the press) in South Basin and 
in jars of mud suggest that as one approached the 
mud surface the phosphate concentration increases 
significantly. In one jar, for instance, at 5 mm. 
above the mud surface, the phosphate concentration
was 30 mgms. P 0 per cubic metre of water while2 5
values for the water above were very low. Ketchum 
(1939) has shown that the reproduction rate of 
Nitzschia/
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Mtschia closterium is independent of phosphate 
concentrations above 39 mgms. PgC^ per cu. m, 
Mtzschia closterium occurred in irregular numbers 
in Loch Sween and it is possible that the figure for 
more regularly occurring forms is lower. It also 
seems likely that at the actual surface of the mud 
phosphate may always "be present, though not in high 
concentrations, owing to the process of regeneration 
of nutrients from dead organic material.
Kelson (1947) records that on Cape May tidal 
flats a great rise in diatom numbers occurred soon 
after the disappearance of a heavy dinoflagellate 
population in the plankton (probably due to a 
temperature drop of 2 - 4 C ). Pie considers it 
possible that the dead dinoflagellates may have been 
changed into diatom food by bacterial action, and 
that thd increase in nutrients - a natural 
fertilization - was responsible for the rise in 
density of diatoms.
In conclusion, though bottom diatoms may 
have taken up a share of nutrients available in Kyle 
Scotnish, the data are insufficient to prove this.
Bottom Diatoms as Food*
In view of the abundance of pennate diatoms 
which occur on the sea bottom we may enquire into 
their importance as food for the bottom fauna.
The/
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The importance of epiphytic forms as food 
for grazing herbivores such as gastropods has "been 
recognized for some time. Rauschenplat (1901) found 
the stomachs of some gastropods filled with "bottom 
diatoms. Their importance is also mentioned "by 
Petersen and Boysen Jensen (1911) and Blegvad (1914). 
Such animals, however, do not form the most important 
part of the fauna in most areas, and it is necessary 
to consider also the importance of the mud flora to 
animals which normally feed on the mud.
Investigation of this problem was the 
subject of a series of investigations carried out "by 
Danish workers in the Limfjord. Petersen and 
Boysen Jensen (1911) as a result of direct examination 
of the mud, considered "bottom diatoms other than 
epiphytic forms to be relatively unimportant,. They 
considered that the main food of most bottom animals 
was organic detritus, very largely derived from the 
breakdown of Zostfera. Continuing these 
investigations Boysen Jensen (1914) showed that detritus 
in Limfjord was almost exclusively derived from 
Zostfera, although plankton organisms might be 
important in the open sea. He found the quantity 
of "digestible proteids" in the mud to be low, but 
the quantities of pentosans were considerable. On the 
evidence of work by other authors on the digestion of 
pentosan by herbivorous mammals and by the gastropod 
Helix pomatia, he concluded that bivalves were 
probably capable of digesting pentosan. Blegvad 
(1914) stated that none of the bottom fauna feed on
pure/
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pure phytoplankton and referred to aquarium 
experiments in which Prorocentrum mi cans was found 
to pass through the intestines of Ostrea and Mytilus 
and emerge alive. He also found that bottom diatoms 
may pass through alive or unchanged, but adds that 
these were only found in comparatively small 
quantities, and occurred only accidentally, mixed 
with detritus.
Since these investigations were carried 
out, however, the Zostfera, which was regarded as 
"being the most important food source for bottom 
animals, has died out; no evidence has been brought 
forward to suggest that "detritus"-feeding animals 
have suffered as a result. Further, Yonge (1926) 
has shown that the oyster cannot digest pentosans. 
The presence of live diatoms and other organisms 
(including ehlamydomonas) in the faeces of shellfish 
has been frequently recorded by other workers and 
in the present investigation, but cannot be taken as 
evidence that these organisms are not utilised as 
food. Gardium, Mytilus, Ostrea and other shellfish 
have, in fact, been kept for considerable periods 
feeding only on Qhlamydomonas. Digestion in these 
shellfish is largely intracellular and the feeble 
development of extracellular enzymes accounts for the 
passage of living organisms undamaged through the gut 
(Yonge, 1926). On the other hand it has been 
observed in the present work that empty diatom 
frustules of more delicate forms such as are common
in/
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in the mud (Uitzschia spp. and others) are often 
very difficult to see in water preparations of faeces, 
even when the animal concerned has been feeding in 
pure culture; this is much more the case in the 
examination of faeces from animals feeding on the 
mud layer. The Danish investigators may only have 
seen the larger diatoms of the flora in the faeces, 
and it has been observed that these are frequently 
undamaged.
The Danish investigators also paid little 
attention to bacteria in their work. Zo Bell (1936) 
has demonstrated the periphytic habits of some marine 
bacteria which were abundant round detritus fragments* 
It has been shown (Zo Bell and Feltham, 1938) that 
Mytilus and other animals can be maintained on a 
purely bacterial diet.
Jameson, Drummond, and Coward (1922) 
directed attention to bottom diatoms by showing that 
Mtzschia closterium is an extraordinarily potent 
source of Vitamin A. Enormous stores of this 
vitamin in the tissues of some marine animals led 
them to conclude that it was derived from some such 
potent source.
Hunt (1925) made a revaluation of the food 
bottom fauna. He studied the stomach contents 
of Pecten opercularis throughout the year, and found 
at some seasons large quantities of diatoms including 
bottom forms. He pointed out that seasonal 
fluctuation in the composition of the diet of many 
marine/
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marine animals may "be responsible for seasonal 
variation in growth (as indicated, for instance, "by 
growth rings in lamellibranchs). He lists a large 
number of "bottom-living animals of whose diet diatoms 
formed an important part.
A number of other references to animals 
which appear to feed on diatoms occur in the 
literature. Murphy (1923) fed Qithona on Kavicula sp. 
Lebour (1922) identified the commonest food of larval
molluscs as small naviculoid diatoms, Plgurosigma, 
Ascinodiscus and colonial forms. Similar forms also 
occurred in decapod crustacean larvae, copepods and 
other zooplarikton organisms. Remane (1933) considers 
some nematodes to "be diatom eaters, and possibly also 
ostracods which he regards as mud eaters. Lackey 
(1936) records the predominance of diatom shells in 
the stomach contents of salps and copepods, and 
considers diatoms to "be part of the food of some 
large protozoans. Mare (1942 a) quoting personal 
communications with other authors states that 
Foraminifera grow on a food supply of diatoms. 
Nelson (1947) publishes a photograph of the stomach 
contents of an oyster containing many frustules of 
Cocconeis, Pleurosigma, Havicula, ITitschia, and 
Amphora spp. Coe (1947) in his study of the 
Pismo Clam (Tivela Stultorum) records that solitary 
diatoms 0.05 - 0.2 mm. long, and smaller, were often 
ingested in large numbers, but colonial and spiny 
species were commonly rejected. Digestion of large
forms/
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forms was aided "by migratory phagocytes in the
lumen of the gut. He regards diatoms, however,
as forming a small part of the animal's requirements.
On the other hand MacGinitie (1935) examined 
the stomachs of mud-living clams and shrimps, and found 
diatom frustules were scarce.
In general, the above records, together 
with evidence collected in the present investigation, 
seem to suggest that bottom diatoms do form an 
important part of the diet of many bottom animals. 
Much more work will be required to show the extent 
to which they are utilized, and the effect which 
grazing animals have on the bottom diatom 
population. Variation in the suitability for food 
of different diatoms to different animals, as 
indicated in the present studies of Gardium and 
Macoma, also deserves further investigation. It 
has been demonstrated that Artemia, Hydrobia, and 
small gastropods can be maintained on a diet of 
pure diatoms, and that Artemia can go through their 
life history.
Productivity.
In previous work on plant production 
and the primary conversion of nutrients into organic 
matter in the sea (summarised by Harvey, 1942) it 
has been customary to consider only the plankton 
population, taking as a unit the amount of 
phytoplankton produced in a column of water under
a/
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a square metre of surface. It seems, however, that 
over a large area of the sea floor in coastal areas 
the mud surface at the bottom is also an important 
life zone. The depth to which this area extends is 
as yet unknown hut as a nursery ground for many 
important food fish it has possibly a greater 
economic importance relative to its area than deeper 
parts of the sea. This mud surface is the habitat 
of an actively photosynthesizing population of 
diatoms contributing to the production of organic 
from inorganic matter. It is grazed by animals 
which form part of the diet of fish. It probably 
also contributes a fairly considerable proportion of 
the detritus. This diatom population appears to be 
considerably more stable in numbers and distribution 
than the plankton population, and so may play an 
important part in the conversion of inorganic salts 
into organic matter, and represent an important 
source of food. In future evaluations of 
productivity in coastal areas it will be advisable 
to consider the unit column of water under 1 sq. m. 
as extending to, and including, the mud surface. 
(G-ross, in the press).
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IX S1J1IMAHY.
1. A study was made of the population of
"bottom diatoms in arms of Loch Sween. These 
were collected (i) "by exposure of glass slides 
for colonization on the mud surface over 
varying lengths of time's (ii) direct from the 
surface layer of a mud core obtained "by a core 
sampling apparatus. A list of the more 
important forms is given, with notes on their 
st atus.
2. The occurrence of different species on the
slides is discussed in relation to several
factors:
(i) those affecting the nature of the flora - 
salinity, the nature of the "bottom, the 
presence of higher algae, and depth;
(ii)those affecting the occurrence of the 
flora - seasonal periodicity, and the 
number and proximity of neighbouring 
populations;
(iii)those affecting the activity of the flora • 
temperature and reproductive rate, length 
of exposure of the slide, aggression, 
persistence. 
Halobion spectra were prepared for several
stations. A rough classification of diatoms 
according to habitat was arranged.
3. The limitations of the methods used are
discussed in relation to the actual numbers of
; diatoms/
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diatoms present in the mud.
4. The effect of the application of
fertilizers on the flora is discussed, and it 
is concluded that while "bottom diatoms may 
have taken up a share of nutrients available, 
the data, are insufficient to prove this.
5. Experiments to test the suitability of 
bottom diatoms as food for various animals 
were carried out, and are discussed along with 
previous work on this problem. Artemia nauplii 
were raised to maturity on pure cultures of 
pennate forms, and evidence was obtained that 
these diatoms are important in the food of 
molluscs.
6. The position of the bottom diatom
population in the productivity of the sea is 
discussed, and it is suggested that this 
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In tables of slide investigations (l - 29) 
figures refer to the average number of diatoms per 
sq. mm. of slide surface. In most cases slides 
representing "both upper and lower surfaces were 
examined, and the two figures are given with the 
upper surface figure above the lower. The letter m 
indicates that this slide was missing from the 
series.
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TABLE 2.
Slide Series J, Oct., 1945
j Station
j Date of Collection
LLeneth of Exposure
|
| Achnanthes af finis
|
j A. Strbmi
j Amphora • cof f eaef ormis
j A. laevis j
I 1
| A. macilenta •
1 - ' ' "I
I A. marinaj ———————— l
1 Cocconeis Bcutellum
1 .







N . retusa j
Navicula spp. indet. }
Nitzschia closterium ;•











L • 1 6
4. | m







25 ; m i
? /
-•' : ! l i
4- '! m j 
30 5
i i ^" f Ttl
2 1
8 '] m 1 
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Slide Series K, Oct., 1945
Station sjL_ !
Date of Collection pio.iol
-t
Length of Exposure I 5
Amphora acutiuscula • -
A. coffeaeformis -
A. laevis 1 j
A. macilenta - j
A. marina -
• '' ' . \
Cocconeis £>cutellum -
• Navicula bahusiensis 1 | 
arctica. j 11
N. bahusiensis • ( . \ 
bahusiensis. 1- • *- i
[.. " r 1 !
N. Bulnheimii - ,l . - - i
N. gregaria •
N. pygmaea • | 6 t 
2
N. retusa f 1 ]
""" ;.
N. scopulorum j - i
i _L '




Pleurosigma minutum | -
.1
Tropidoneis sp. J -
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1
A. coffeaeformis -











23.11 ! 14.11 23.11
9 18 I 9 9 18
! - i -
-ill - - - 
_ i _ j _ • _ * _
8 - -
2 21 - - 1 !
- 1 - 1 - • - i - 2 
i ! - ! i - ! - -
~ j 2





N. bahusiensis j 
bahusiensis I 1 1













T .. -;..,, ~ 1J. — i — — .
3 - i - - i 
2 - ; - 5 i
15 ' - ! - ; - J








N . retusa j 1 - j -
1 Navicula spp. indet.





| N. Sigma - - . j -'•'.-! -..
Nitzschia sp. i 
(tryblionellid) - \ _ —
Nitzschia spp. indet. - ; - -
Pleurosigiaa minutum i - ! - ' -
Pleurosigma sp. - -
————— - ————— : ————————————————— • —— - ~ —— P —— —— ——— ——











1 ( - 19
' — •' — 1
s
- \ - 15
— . i _ ' _
— — ) «.•
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TABLE 5.
Slide Series M, Dec., 1945
Station NB2
Date of Collection 11.12 21.12
Length of Exposure j. 6 10 |16
Achnanthes Stromi | - r- > -
Amphora coffeaeformis j - 5 j 2
A. laevis '. •',, .. . j -- 2 j -
1 A. macilenta i - i -i 2
* .-' I " " - i1 ' " * T '
f A . marina' . ; . ; » .- » - '••• -
] A. truncata - - -
Cocconeis Scutellum - 23 21 
32
Navicula bahusiensis j -i I 
arctica - 3; 3
N. bahusiensis ? j
bahusiensis . j - j "yjJ 7 . ,
1 N. pygmaea - .'-.'-i- . . ' - i • -i i
j N. retusa - 11
1 N« scopulorum j - j -j -
1 Bavicula spp. indet. 1-1 -i -
| " 1 I" -! 1
| Uitzschia closterium - -i 2
1 . 2 : li 2
; Nitzschia spp. indet. 1 j -*' -
! Pleurosigma minutum -!'-!-
' i
a . . • JL , — —
j Pleurosigma sp. . 3 -j -
; • : ] •
Tropidoneis sp. i - H -
I Other forms < - 1 3' &
! , ' ' ' : 2 - -
J NB7 i LS2
111. 12 21.12 ! 11.12 21.12
6 100.6 6 lo]l6j
^ - '-!-'•[ 8 2 i $
" '' - - f-'; 2 I;
- - • 1 ! -j - ; 
- ! - - 3 ; - m
- j 2 - - j 2 ; -• ;
- - . - i 2 ; m :
; — _ — . — \ — —
? — — ! — A-' — ' -in /
! - _ - ! - - m
I 1 ! -U ; - 3:2 '
; - ' -; - . - i -' m
! - ; - l - - I J, m i
i ii\- ; •- .;1 i i -!- - -!- !
i - i — : - - —3m 1 '
12+- - ;.- •
_ ^ : _ - i - - :; . m ;
. a - : - -. : - . J _ -. m _ . .
• - ; - ; - 1 - : li m
2 ' — ' — i — . ! _ 1 — , • 
— ' — ' — i — i — I m
*"* i "™* : "*™ ; JL, { *•* '. *"" j
- i -i - - ! r m !
— : — . — : — — j m
, ! , •, ) \ . < - ; -5 - j «. ( -. - •
_ _ _ _ - m
— ! — — — — m
— I — j ~ j — j — j _ 
-;-:-' - - ! m
• 2 i - - , - 1 - 
- | 2; - j 11 ; 5' m





1 1 ! 
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- ' ! m
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Slide Series N, Dec.,1945 - Jan.,194-6.
— ———— .I-. —————— • « 'i i . .. « • - •••'!•
Station [
t ———— . ... ,.«.., ..... ... ..„,.«". ,., ,J.
!,
Date of Collection I




• „ ' *
* "
j
] A. macilenta j
) ———————————————— i







N. Bulnheimii !'" ' !
1 M. pygmaea
j M. ramosissima I
\ N. retusa j
| Navicula sp. j
Nitzschia closterium 1 i
I Nitzschia sp. 
| (trvblionellid)



























HB2 [ NB? LS2 LS7
1 10.1 31.12 10.1 31.12 ! 31.12
| 20 10 20 10 10
\ - - 1 -; — — j.
; - - - ; 218 ! -
1 i - ' 1 • J 2 2 
! 2 - - I 262 ' -
- ! | 1 • j . • ! !
j 3 ! '- - I . 3 
' - ' ' •- 1 IS 1
j 1 ; - • - i - • 3 ! 
la! - 2 '•!-!-
? ; l ' ; !
*"^ ^Mr ^^ . ^I» ^i» j 
' '• ' !'
}• 11 : ; - 3 ! 1
i 11 . - . - : - !
i i ! i'ii ' !• i ' i
;• _ : J i _ t
! x i -. 1 . " | -1 i 
! - ! - ! - 15 ! - .!
i:i- : i : i is i : i
! ; 1 j. - ! 2 .(
— ; ———— ~ ——— .^^ ^ ——————— ~* ———— i ————— ~ — —— : ——— _~ ., — —— s
I i ( i 7 i i - i I j - j 3 j
«• "~* . • .. *"" ^^ ^_ *^ ('
f : ! : i : i 6 ! • : 1
i : ! :ii ••: i : !
|Il III'! 3 1 I
s I ! I ; I : 1:1-.
I"*!''"*'*" *"!'•" i
I 3 ! 1 1 - 5 I - 
! - ; 2 ; , 100 i 1
j . , .,,,.,,. , ........ . — , .• _ .__J ————— ._L .. . i
TABLE 7,
Slide Series 0, Feb.,
Station _ NB2 j NB7 Li
Date of Collection 13-2 22.2 13.2 J22. 2 13-2
Length of Exposure 21 | 30 I 21 30 21
lAchnanthes affinis - 1 -
I -! 1 - -
|A.. Strbmi -.;_),_ . 5 
I i
fAchnanthes sp. nov. 3 1 - ii • i
! —— 1- —— ? —— —— ——
jAmphora acutinscula ; - | - j - :- -
A. coffeaeformis 1 9 1 25 - 1 1
] 5 3 - ? -
[A. laevis . • ]-.;_ j _ s _;-.
JA. macilenta - ; - j - ; -. |j ' * } i- ! _ 1 _ 1 _ _
JA. marina j - I ' - - i - . -r o- ! ? is 3 ! - • - '
A., truncata - ; 1 - ; - \
fcocconeis Scutellum 386 ; 750 - .1 - !
1 . 1 7 ; 3 ! - * ; 2
JNavicula bahusiensis j ] 
f arctica - 8 i - 1 !
1 ' ' ' 2 3
JN. bahusiensis 1 
bahusiensis 12 58 _ ; _ ; _ 
1 21 5 - -L ————————————————————————————— 6i-< ——— 2-, ————— — . —————— ( ——————
pj. pygmaea 3 - - j 2 i -
iN. retusa - - 1 ! - ! -
i 2 - ; - : -
|N. scopulorum - - - ! - -
JNavicula spp. indet. • j - - - i - -
iitzschia closterium - - - , - i -r i • i • •<
i | __ : __ f jn, ' • n.
|\Iitzschia sp. j '
i (tryblionellid) 1-1 - - j -
i _ ' ; i!_:.-•- ————————————————— | ————— i~- - -j - —T -L- -~._ _;. .
Pleurosigma minutum - | - | - j
! t ! 'i
Other forms | - ) - - j 1 ! 1 



























LS7 LS1Dis I ' 
13. 2! 22.2 r 13.2 22.2
, ! •
21 ! 30 21 30i $
;''";" ;' " \ f
? ' ! • '' 1i _ , i j .. - j
: i i i :f: i
l ;
- ' 2 • - 2
' 6\ B I 12 
27 10 - 1 ;
1 \ 1 i ' . - - !i j i
9
1 1 1 - 1 ; 
6 1 -
-: 3 . 2 i - i 
.18 < 10 7 - !
; ' i





56 1 2 1 . I I
3 5 4- i 
9 ; 2 i 2
A7 | - ! - !
•' j ' *— :! "~ i •"•'.— V
- i 4. ; i
• _ ' -. • _
i• ( 




____J ————— ̂  —————— = ————— I —————
2 9 I 1 1
12 ! 7 ! 2
TABLE 8.











7 13 ! 21
1








22 | U ; 27 1 35
lj 3 ! 3 -
1 i - -r
- i ' - ; + ; - 













i Cocconeis Scutellum 
I
j Licmophora sp. 
i
i Navicula bahusiensis 
1 arctica








1 Navicula spp. indet.
J ————— —— ———————— _._ __ _ ._,-_- ...... _ .———— •••• *««! V II
! Nitzschia closterium
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li 4 i 
2 ; - i
——— ; ——— I
~ ; — \
- : - 1
_ ' _ i; ?
1 *' - \
4 12 j 
^^....-«J
t
— - —— - —— i
*** *"™ ^
~ : ~ '
» — ^
- 1



























L 1 . !
35
I II• • • ~" )
1 jii. a.etfejvjuc .< j. ; j.
j A. marina \ - 1 4-
| Cocconeis Scutellum 1 j 2
I Navicula pygmaea 9)6
______ . . 2 < 1
1 W. retusa j - . . \ -
i Navicula spp. indet. ; 1 3Nitzschia closterium j - +




















Slide Series P, Mar.-Apr., 1946.
Station
Date of Collection 27.3
Length of Exposure . 7
Achnanthes af finis i
A. Stromi 1 
5
Achnanthes sp. nov. -
Amphora acutiuscula - 
. .2.
i A. coffeaeformis 4 
] 12,
A. costata
A. laevis - 
12
A. macilenta j -
' '1 A
A. marina , -
1 1 4
A.. Proteus ~~[ -
A. truncata 4
i Cocconeis Scutellum -
1 : 4
Diploneis sp. j -
1 Licmophora sp. -
j Navicula bahusiensis 
| arctica ' -
N. bahusiensis - 
bahusiensis
N. Bulnheimii i -\ _
N. gregaria \ -
N. pygmaea j -
N. ramosissiina -
{ N. retusa -
FN. scopulorum
j Navicula spp. indet. 
S _ — 2
Nitzschia closterium 
1
Nitzschia spp. indet. -
w*
Pleurosigraa minutura
Other forms 2 
1 i. 7
LS2 LS7 ; U
,2.4,1 H.A 16.A 2.A 16. A 2. A
13 211 9 22 1A 27 35 21 35 21
! - -i - - - - - - -\ i
1 -!* A 43 - - - 
1 - 1 3 8 10 - - 56 -
- -| - . . - • _ r •_ ] 3 > 
^_- -^ ----- 2 6 -
- _j-_ - - _ i ig - 
- - + 2 - 10 - 1 2A -
--i. --1213H81
j 2 - ^ A 5 - 1A - 5 265 1
lIIIIIII II
1 - j - . -• | -. " - - 3 ' i - - - -i 
; 1 - ! 1 1- 2 - 1 - -" -"i ^ •*•!."" ~ " ; -i • " • •""•. !
- - + 4 - - -<JL L .-L. ...... J
•_ __ __ _ «. p — —
I - I 1 I I I I I 2 i ' I ' I 1j
i ' . t
^ 1 - + 12 1 - 12 121 6 
+ -- + 31-2 9-!
i . ; !•f - + + - - - ; - : - - ;,
I III Itll III'! I I (
- - - - i - - - . 2 j 9 1 
_ - __ -. _2 3-
-.|-...-| 5i 53- 
_ - 4- - - - A 335 -
1 - - - - : - - - i 1 - -
[+ - ' - - - - - i - - -29 -_
- - + - : - 3-13 7A - i
1 - - : - - ; - - - 2 i - 2 1 
,U ^l™^l^_,-_ ,-...5,,, ^. t -...
" / ;] .
i — _'_ — 1 _ — _ — — —
1 - - i -. ! -
.1 - - • + u ; - 6 - - - ; -
!: :i: : : : : : - i I : !
i- -- -;-- - 3 30 8 
11 -- 2 - 3 -1 27 4
!- - - + : - - . - i 1 j 9 - 
;- -4. . • . 3 - i AA-
!!•-.-.-.•- - - - 12 
1 - 1 4 - - - 2 2A -
::::::::i ! 6:
i 2 - 4 1 - 2-22 296 3 








































Slide Series Q, May-June, 194-6.
Station
Date of Collection























































































30.5 6.6 I 22.5 6.6
8 23 15 30 15 30
i 3 — — i — * — ']
— — \ — i — — | —
i i i •f i - ! - - j -
! - • 8 - 1 I - ; -
: - i ! 3 i 15 ! - < - i
2 1 2 3 - 1 ' - 1 
1 18 ! 7 i 168 1 - : 1 j
3 8 I 4-^5 1 ) - -1 
1-1 8 i 1 i 15 - ! - !
1 1 7 i , s! •: i : i :
1 : : | ~ J : . M i
t •: , I- t
\1 1 I I . I i I
1 15 1 • 8 i 13 - i 2 | 
11 7.1 1 1 - - ^ -' - r 2 . •- i - . . [ - i
1 2 -13 - 1 - !
- 1 15 1 3 i 8 . 2 | 1 i
i n o^ 1 y * TT"} ' 1 •f jlico i L (( 1 — i . — ^
''—.;— I — : — —I "" I
2 3 1 4 i1 11 - \ -
6 \ - - - i . - !
^3 22 ( 21 I 12 | 17 ^ 10 j 
23 59 33 ? 35 !- L \ 1
1 i ; u | e i 3 ( - i - 1
i 1 ! U i 3 ^ 12 i - :• -
i : i : [ i- : I ! ! •: !
i - i i s - - i i ; - ;
•• SO ^ O 1 K s >: f
4» -~" -, -A- - ** -r - - fr " . , /-. r - -J"-3- £ n • ! - - -~- L ~f
: - i 3 ( - - : - * -
I - i i J - - i - !. -
J - < 2 ' i ; l * - • - 1i i ^ S J- -1- < (
''. Q ' / ^ T /I -L 3 .5. A ; 1 6 ..;.... _-_ __£_ _~
< S O S T :i
? - .( ^ - ; 'I { ~ 
' ~ ' 1 ! 1•J^ -1^
3 I 21 \ 11 92 1 
4- i 34 1 6 ill5 ; - i - '
TABLE 12.




1111 "• •"" "~" "' ""• •""" • i •"•••••'•• • • • • " ' | 
SB7 i SB10 i
22.5 6.6 i 22^
















! Navicula spp. indet.
Nitzschia closterium























9 | - '














6 138 1- ••2 :; ""
,38 i
88 '^ !• •-:
" J2 _________ ̂__
168' 1














_ ' ' 1
i
n . i .. . ., ,T i . . _ .. '
TABLE 13. 
Slide Series Q, May-June, 1946.
Station
Date of Collection 1
jLene^bh of Exposure
iAchnanthes Str&mi
iAchnanthes sp. nov. i
1 i
JAmphora acutiuscula j"


















r . ramosissima 1
LS2 LS
5.5 22.5 30.5 6.6 22.5
8 15 8 23-30 15
1 I m 8 - - - m
— — _ ' — ; _ : 3'
m - _ _ ; - m
— — . _ _ _ \ 3 
m 13 - | - 73 m
3 35 11 143 8 382 
m 10 - 229 62 m
m L - - l - < m
m - - - • ! 29 m
m - - I - 1 - m
mi- _ ; _ _ m
2 7 15 49 15 17 
m 2 - 15 - m
m---' 3m
m — — l— — m
m - - - \ 3 m
m 3 - - 9 mi- \ ?• 1 i 3 r - ?i
:—— \ <• J- | , J | —— &J
m : 23 ' - ! - : 112 m2 i ] - i 2 - :
m ' - f - ' - \ • 9 mi '• .' [ ' 
m 1 1 — ? — ! 4A ^
- j - ! - • - ; 9 
m - - - - m
7 LS10
6.6 22 .5 6.6
30 15 30
! j
I 1 I i I .






3 • i 6 -
3 
53 6 -
^22 ——— z ——— z ——
3 -
47 3 1 













I . • m ! 16 ? -
iNitzschia closteriutn i - j . - j 1 
1 ' ' m ? 29 .! -,__ —— , ——— - ——— _»«»«». —— •»"•'- • """ ——— ~ --.- J- .,-.- -, •
jiNitzschia sp. -\ - i - \.~ 
! ( tryblionellid) > m ' - ' ! -
Pleurosigma minutum , - ', -. , -
i m 1 I
-- ' 6 m
i i i ^-L j J. . JO
- 18 m
- • - m




































Slide Series R, June-July, 194-6.
Station NB2
IDate of Collection 12.6 ! 19. 6 2.7
J ^
Length of Exposure 1 6 1J_ 13
Achnanthes af finis - f - -
Amphora cofeaeformis j 1 '( 3 1
1 ' ~ : 3 5
iA. laevis j 3 9 5





JA. macilenta | 3 , - - ! -
JA. marina j 3 ? - - |
JGocconeis Scutellum j 3 j 12 . 3
f ..................... . I - f - 2
jNavicula bahusiensis | - j - -
_ arctica \ - \ - 2
|N. pygmaea 162 \ 44- i 15 
! ! 6 [ - 16 i
IN. retusa ?15 -20 - ;
i • ! _ 1 ' _ p '
^avicula spp. indet. ~\3B 18 •; 2 ;
S '
IJitzschia sp. 1 3 « - - 1f '






















9 9 . 
3 J_







_ j 3 _ 
- , 3 1
-11 A 
1 ! 32
Tropidoneis sp. i 6 | 3 1 - I 1


































_ 1 _ •
! " 1 '"
TABLE_15.












! Navicula bahusiensis arcticaN. bahusiensis bahusiensis























































i - X -j
i i |
j ^ i ^ _1- _I
1 j

























Slide Series R, June-July, 194-6.
Station
JDate of Collection 12.6 19.6
Length of Exposure 6 1^
I . 
Achnanthes StrSmi - -
Amphora coffeaeformis ! 5 J.38
A. laevis ;' 1 • -•!
L. , ...............PL : .- .
A. macilenta \ - ; -
A. Proteus }•.*;-'
Cocconeis Scutellum J12 47
: — T -n- ~... ...... .,„.,_ ,„ „ „ „_,. ...,.,?,,.""" .4
Diploneis sp. i - -
n '•
Gyrosignia rectum 1 - -
1 - : ; -
j Licmophora sp. - 6 
1 , - -2
I Navicula bahusiensis - 3 
? arctica
j N . bahusiensis ; 1 ; 24 
J bahusiensis -
I N, pygmaea . s -
JN. ramosissima . - -
] N. retusa - -
| Navicula spp. indet. - -
Nitzschia closterium ] - -
Nitzschia spp. indet. j - —
Tropidoneis sp. j -


































































































































































103 1 4- i 
6 ; J2 __ j
- = 12 !
: S
3 - j
~ ——— = —— |
24 11 
9 72 !
- i- • 1 
-' ? 21
- , 29 | 
482 29
- 1 ,- 27
21 I 68 ,,

































Hitzschia spp* indet. 
._._.._,. , _ ... .. . .. ... ....„.,. -{





































































































































: 16 ! 4
i 3 •; -




; — ''• 1
i 2 -
\ - ! -
i i -























1.8 ! 12.8 ! 9-9
24 S 35 l 28
- - | -
—— I — 1 —— I ————— I ——
132 1 . -
276 '• .- 1 -
(
i
•> —— ! ••
6 : I :
>
21 .( -
+ I - 1 - 
27 [
i- 
_. ; — _





- i 3 1
3. t 1 t -
50 S I [I
! —— 1 —— \ mm
__ '•' _ i ——
;
i 3 ! — ~
1 IB | I -
i - i -

























Slide Series R, July - September 1946«
Station
! Date of Collection 1 1.8 |l2.£
! Length of Exposure ' 24 35
j Achnanthes StrSmi j -
Ainphora cof f eaef ormis f 1 2 
\ 1 3
A. laevis \ 2
I r
1 - ^ *
A. macilenta j 2
A. marina - 3•••'•' • f -
A« truncata -
Gocooneis Scutellum ! 2 I 
1
Navicula bahusiensis [ - - 
arctica \ -
H» Bahusiensis - j 2 
bahusiensis f 2 | 1
N» pygmaea ! 4 ! 5 
j 6 7
N« ramosissima -
i - ' !
N» retusa | - | 1
1 f *"
B» scopulorum - |
i - 1
Eavicula spp« indet* | 6 . \''ill
Pleurosigma minutuin - I
i - 1 1
Other forms i 2 1
• " • i i f 2
SB? SB3
1 9-9 18.7 ll.8 112.8
i 28 10 ' 24 f 35
- 1 - ! - j . i • ' — [ — i — \ —3 .1 - 1 - i -•1-I - i - ! -
•ill - 1 ~ 1 -
' ' — i — J — J —
• • j 1 | 1 i 2 i
'- 1 2 I - ! i i i, , ^.,,. , ^.,, , ^ , ,« ,„,.,
. j 12 i - ; - , . 3> i - I - s - i -
! I i I I I i I
> • , \. ——— , 1 i 1 —————
!• 1 x I
*
_ i ^ '• _ _ t ;; .
' 4 | 1 I- 5 ! - 3' — i — •' — \ —
- ! - ! 2
- i - f, - i
, j i f - i .- I . 
: — , — z — i —— z — s — i — i — z~
.1 — 1 ~ : — f 1
1 j ^ t 
. f - | - ^ '
! I I !• Ill i I




























































Slide Series S, July - August 1946*
Station |
Date of Collection !l8«7
Length of Exposure 1 10
Achnanthes StrSmi 1 -i -
A. sub salso ides I -
[ Amphora coffeaeformi^ 13
1 . ! 109
I A* macilenta j
| A- marina f 1
f Cocconeis Scutellum 1 21
1 I 138
| Diploneis sp.
j G-rammatophora sp. 1
i Gyrosigma rectum fLicmophora sp. \. 1
| Navicula bahusiensis f 
1 arctica |
N- bahusiensis j 2 
1 bahusiensis 1 -
j H. gregaria i
[ N* pygmaea . • j
| H» ramosissima -
j H* retusa |
| U* scopulorum f
! Navicula spp. indet. j
| Hitzschia closterium j -
!' N- Sigma |Nitzschia sp. j (tryblionellid) |
j Pleurosigma minutum ; -
Other forms x j 8r / 47
LS2 1 LS7
1.8 i 12.8 ' 26.8 1 1.8
24 i 35 i 141
- i I m
1 1 " -1 -• 
- - i 1 ffi
174 183 1017 3
183 4# 6? i m
- ! - ! m
-1 • - m
459 I47f 1816 27 
1792 283 4550 m
- - 8
- : 8 m







' - 1 m








— — — m
- - i - m
15 J75 - 1 - 
8 - ! 17 f m
i ;
8 - j pi - ^ m
- - 1 - m
- '- \ .- m
- | S m
! - - : - ' | m
^ - - ! m
; - 50 - I -
- 8 8 r!m
\ - - | • - | m
: - - : - ' m
- jfc 8 - : -
- - 8 ^ : m
19 ?8 8 j 7 


































































































































" \ " I
- ' - ! 1
I ! I ; 17
t - ! ~ ' -
! - ! - : 17



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































A. truncata - -- ---_»----






11 11 568 4- 24 5 3 9 5 3 143 1 28 j
| Diploneis sp. - + - -..-...._-.-. |
S — ________.-._!
I
s ^ — — ~ .. . . . . . . . 1
Gyrosigma rectum
Licmophora sp«
] IJavicula bahusiensis 
1 arctica

















































































































































































































Monthly variation on slides from NB5-7*



































































Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr.
- No 
- - data -
w ^^ tt
•» «. " 2
— — tf -.
11" 2
" 1
n T ** *" J.
2 - " 1




-, -. " .
- - " -
— — " 1
12" 8 
«• + M 3
mm ** ••
1— " 1 ^ —
— — " —





































































- - 1 
— i —— i — 1
1 ! 
246 - 1
i i !"• - !
2 1 \2 - i125 -.j




Month of Collection Apr.
| Achnanthes Str6*mi





\ A. laevis 1
—
' A» macilenta >
I A» marina +
A. Proteus
. . . . i . .. . -
A« truncata
•. , "*









I • pygmaea ^
\ 3f. ramosissima -
I N. retusa
I • ,






























































































































































































\ Nitzschia closterium + ---- .--..._-. -i
1 N* sigma
1 ' —•





























Kb data for the under surface were obtained.
TABLE 24«
Monthly variation on slides from IS1-4.







i A. cof f eaeformis
A. costata


























































































































































































































































































































































































j H* bahusiensis 
bahusiensis
H« Bulnheiraii































































































































——— B ———— gp
4—— n —— g~
23
«•»





















































































































































































1 •••••• . arctica

























































































" 2 I4 i
3. 76 !















1 Nitzschia sp. -»..-"- 
! (tryblionellid) - ... 9 _
Pleurosigma minutum
TABLE 27. . 
Diatoms on slides from Loch Craiglin, 1 in., (1944)
. ———— . ——— __ — „ — „ —— ..„.,..,,. ... ———— J — - -^ "^ —— "
Month May Jiuae July
Date of Collection 15.5 18.6 28.6 12.7 22.7 29.7
Length of Exposure \ 43 11




Achnanthes spp. indet.; - ' -
.
Amphora coffeaeformis 25 -
Cocconeis P.lacentula 208 ; -
1
C. Scutellum 58 \ -





N . bahusiensis - -
|N. gothlandica 4
i Navieula spp.indet. 8 -X-X-
i
i Rhabdonema minutum 4 ! -
i Rhopalodia museulus . - j -





TOTAL 398 ! -
21 35 5 12
3
7
- 250 - 5
20 166 8 2
35 670 35 10
I
2 ; 13 3
8 13 5
i:
- 117 173 20
,
_ _ _ ' -
j '
" * - -
! ^
- 1 - 3 1 i
j !





- - - 2
33 15 8
64 1263 254 58
1 • •• •• 
Aue. Sept. Nov.
7.8 16.8 5-9 28.9 20.11
21 8 28 19 45
- - ! 8 - i
•• MB ••» J.._ ' Mk
7 12 ; 8 - " -
- 50 :125 -
50 - 1 13 - • 1
3 - 4 - \ -
23 37 42 - ; -
260 33 75 -
7 __ ! __ - ——
- - 38 -
7 i 21 - ;
1 • I '
7 5 ' 8 - ' -
_ i _
j
3 5 j 8 -
3 - — — —' i
3 " \ ' ~ \ ~ •
17 -14 - !
• 
[ i
383 149 ; 354 - 1
TABLE


































— - — _ ...
j • ;'
' 1 '
2 - 6 75
2 - ; 32 750
*
- i - 1
ii
- - 46 833
! . !
2 - 30 840
— — 1 —
• ••" ' j .
1





. . . i . ' P '. . j
- - ; 33 83
: - - ; 21








































































































^Navicula spp.indet. \ 4 3 = 18
1 ^ • 1 • jpleurosigma thuringicum; - " - \ *
Pleurosigma spp.indet. , - - ; - .
', : ' *. '
iStauroneis Gregorii 334-
| • • ! I ' !
;Synedra pulchella I 3 - 1 










! TOTAL 20 8 £08 26U 1071 6A 6? 57 3
TABLE 29 .






j Achnanthes spp. indet.





































































i i Q i
1 i x i 2 ;______ ^
-W , «««•• J_
1 1 1 ' _- f -L
- f - i 1
- \ - i 2 1 I
'/ >
I Nitzschia closterium 1 i
I Pleurosigma thuringicura' - - -
Rhopalodia
Stauroneis
musculus !- - -
Gregorii j- - -
Synedra pulchella j- 1 -
Other forms .- - 2
TOTAL '537
j - - 1 1 \ - j 1 j
! ; . L.. ... . , i *
'' '• — J — < — :/ 2 '
ill 1 i 11 1 i 3 j1 • ! ! . ! • 1 !
, - i - i 2 * 2 2 ;1 •• 1 ••! • 1 !
i 3 : 7 ; 5 9 21
TABLE 30.
Distribution of diatoms on a slide placed vertically in a breffit 
of mud and exposed from 6th December to 17th December, 194-5• (I) •












































N . pygmaea ;



















Pleurosigma sp. ' i\ \ \
\ I '
3
Other forms 11 L
TOTAL 0 1 2 7 jll 29
Average number per 
so. mm. 0 3 7 23 ^7 97
Minimum number of I
















































































. JL....5..8. __ 1
27 17 27
655
» • ^» m_ , _ , m "m ••^« »^
TABLE 31. 






































































2131 7 i 7
1
i
1 A ' 2































































































TOTAL 0 1 6*7:9 : 22
Average number 
per SQ . mm., _
31__31 21 I74. 9 . 2
1 Minimum number 
of species
.. .0 '• 3 20 J23 33 ' 73 ;108:1Q3 70 A7 ! 33 • 7; 13 \ 7
i i i | i 1 ; i ' i !
! 0 ! 1 j L, \ 3 U 9 12 11 9 ' 8 6 ' 2 l 3 2
TABLE 32.




I I NB2 j 5-9-46
,» NBV i
I !:
Approx. number of diatoms per sq. 
mm. of mud surface
5300, 5800
2700, 2300, 1900
1 SB7 1 « | 3900, 2900
j SB10 | "
! SB20 i «
[ LS10(a) 1 9.9.46
1 (b) I
F -1









Diatoms recorded from core sample counts


















































B. S.B. L.S. S.B. L.Sween
7 j 7 10 | 10 i 20 22f
i I ~ i ~
- 1 - i _ | ' - _
(i i - , (i 1 
(3l-| 114--! (1 > 
(i - ; ! - ! (- !
(i j •• - | • (-
/ f\ ' ' ' ' * '/' • ' '8. ~ \ ~ "ill; :
, (- I - (-{....-. . . ,.-.., . : !
/ ! -i / :• ' .'.•-•. 1
••(--!- 1 (~ 1 , - ;: 
"(12? - (11 - -
(1 i . i ( - i (1 , j - ,
(2 i ) (1 j (2 t
. (i i • | - i (- ( . (- • ! - .!
i. (- - i • • i •• (2 j - - - • i
' (2 1 + 1 (- | • - - ,! c- i ; (2 *:
> i i i (1 I' !; f S1 \ ••" P J!' t ft •i : M " "i 1 [: I '-' ^ '"
1 (3 , - i - j
s (i s - i - ;
i: (i : 2 I - i - ? - - :
(2 - . .-. ; - ...._.-...
! - - ! - : - .__-_i ($ '• ; (i (- 
s (- it - i *(- (- lMI i ; , .(- (+
(— - - i 2 •(- , -
(11 (2
| : 1 . - j i : . i
(3 > (1 , (5 
(10 u - f 6 (1 ! (3 1 






Hitzschia sp. j 
(tryblionellid) i -
i 1
Nitzschia spp. j 
indet* 8*
Pleurosigma 
miautum j 2 
2












77 10 i 10
(l 1 (1 
(- - - 1(-r - (-
1 1 i (1(i ( - - : +(- 
i 1 - • i
(3 i (2 
511 •«• i 9(4 
1 ! 1 I (1
i ' : (- . | . - .i i(-
(- 1 i (i(- i « (i - - + ( (i •(ill ^ i
'i \
m. ' « M1 «L
(- ! i -JM: + i-:
|




























Growth of Artemia Nauplii 
Figures refer to the instars reached at that time after hatching
6-9 10-13 U-17 
days days days
i 












































3i "•"•—• ' ' •— —— ———— '•" " •" - " :-u i-'\
Platymonas )S £ -








































































































































4 i 0.0254 ! 0 | -
Nitsschia ?dubiiformi{
1
) N. af finis
(i)
(i)
| 3 i 0.0774
13 0.0872
! 8






j 0.0727 ( 6
! 0.0374
[0.0686
I 8 0.0633 0.0346 0.0361
| Staiironeis 18































































Number of i 
forms •























































































































o n x m Z
Fig. 2. Slide tray with slides in position
n
o. A dense colow?ization of Cocconeis 
Scutellum with Navicuia bahusiensis 
bahusiensis,, Amphora coffeaeforrqis, and 
small Navicuia spp. x. 500
Fig.ty. Slide colonized "by non-encrusting forms 
showing two Amphora laevis and three Navicula 
pygma.ea. x 500
Fig.5. Loch Craiglin slide with two large
Amphora coffeaeforinj.s., Mastogloia purnila, and 
small Mavicula spp. x
